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Tornado
did not
touch
down in
Calloway

It's Beginning To Look A Lot Like Christmas ...

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
More than 160 city employees
work in- -many different -areas —
fire, police, sanitation, administration, streets utilities, planning —
and Rose Wilson wants to make
sure they all feel important.
Wilson is planning the first
recognition banquet for city
employees from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Tuesday at the Regional Special
Events Center's Murray Room. •
The city's offices will be closed
during the banquet so all employees
can attend.
"I didn't know how the response
would be when I initiated this, but I
wanted the employees to feel
important," said Wilson, Murray
Municipal- Utilities office manager.
"It raises morale. Everyone's
responsibilities are different, but if
they didn't do their jobs, the city
wouldn't run like it does."
Murray Mayor Tom Rushing
supports the recognition banquet
for the city's 166 full-time employees, nine part-time workers and 12
council members.
"He's very excited about it,"

JOHN WFOGHT Ledger & Times photo

may be November, but downtown Murray is looking more and more as lit is ready for Christmas as decorations have began
being displayed along the streets of the Court Square, as this photo from the corner of Fourth and Main streets depicts.
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Lobbyists sprinkled throughout Fletcher transition team
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
transition team
sifting the state
government
bureaucracy
for Gov.-elect
Ernie Fletcher
is dotted with
lobbyists and
attorneys who
business
do
with — or are
handling legal
Fletcher
cases against
— the agencies
they are examining.
Many are reviewing cabinets that
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Sommer did not return a call
from The Associated Press seeking
comment.
"There's no conflict since he's
not involved in personnel or hiring
branch.
Among them is Mark F. Sommer, issues or decisions,- Fletcher
a tax attorney from Louisville who spokesman Wes Irvin said.
Beliles said Fletcher obviously
was assigned to help review the
Revenue Cabinet. Sommer is cur- wants knowledgeable people on his
rently representing clients in numer- transition team. But a lawyer
involved in litigation against the
ous cases against the cabinet.
Sommer's clients in cases before agency he is examining is "sort of
the Kentucky Board of Tax Appeals like ... being able to make personnel
include Monumental Life Insurance decisions involving the other litigaCo., which is appealing the cabinet's tion team," Beliles said.
Irvin said no one on the transition
denial of its application for a $6.7
team
will have influence on personMonumental
refund.
million tax
also is appealing $4.1 million in nel or policy decisions. Nor are they
being paid or promised a job. Irvin
state tax assessments.

A Change In Frankfort
regulate or oversee companies they
represent.
"I hate to be critical of Fletcher
and know he's busy, but some of
these appointments he's making
look like they haven't been
researched very well," Richard
Bellies, state chairman of the advocacy group Common Cause, said
Tuesday.
Fletcher released the "transition
team" roster late Monday. It
includes 21 registered legislative
lobbyists and four people who are
registered to lobby the executive
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Recommendations for
rezoning main part of
commission's meeting
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Plans are progressing for a new
subdivision off Robertson Road.
Planning
The
Murray
Commission recommended the zoning for 52 acres of land on
Robertson Road as single-family
residential at its meeting Tuesday.
The land, known as Falwell Estates,
is owned by Bobby and Carol
Falwell and CPFF, LLC.
City Planner Mark Sallin said the
front portion of the land has been
platted for a subdivision with 2 1/2acre tracts.
The commission also recommended a near 30-acre tract of land
off Edinborough- Drive .be - zoned
agriculture' at Tuesday's-7meeting.

The land is owned by Charles and
Anne Hoke.
"He doesn't have any plans right
now that I know of," Sallin said.
Both zoning recommendations
will go before the city council.
More changes are likely in store
for the city as the planning commission recommended the city council
annex 60.2144 acres of land located at the intersection of Ky.94 West
and Robertson Road North. Harold
and Pat McReynolds and Larry and
Joyce Hurt own the property. The
commission also recommended an
adjacent 3.1098-acre portion of the
right-of-way for Ky. 1660 and Ky.
94 West be annexed.

www.murrayledger.com
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Murray Lions Club President Ken Claud, left, tells about a item up for bid, while fellow Lion
Darrel McFerron examines the information himself during Tuesday night's session of the
LionC37th Annual Radio Auction at-the offices of!MOS-AM.. _

II See Page 2A

Murray, KY 42071

Imes-Miller

said.
Instead they will be gathering
facts about the agencies they've
been assigned to and making reports
back to the full transition team and
the future cabinet secretaries, he
said,
"Anybody who thinks they're
getting something in return, they're
absolutely wrong because we're
talking about bringing real change,"
Irvin said.
Cabinet secretaries are being
asked to provide a list of 12 documents to transition team members,
including their budget requests for
the next biennium, their organiza-

By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Tornado warnings and weather
sirens were sounded Tuesday
morning, but no reports of a tornado touchdown were made in
Calloway County.
Michael York, meteorologist
with the-National Weather Service
in Paducah, said the tornado warning was sounded as a storm cell
traveled northwest from Henry
County, Tenn., and passed over
Hazel and New Concord.
"The tornado storm looked like
it was heading to Murray," York
said.
Calloway County Sheriff Larry
Roberts said no damage reports
came into the sheriff's office.
"A deputy came upon a tree
down on Swift Road," he said."We
didn't get any calls for damage."
York said forecasts should be
sunny but cool conditions today.
"it'll, cool off _briefly (this)
morning," York said. "It should be
in the mid to upper 60s by
Saturday."
A line of thunderstorms moving
across the Deep South on Tuesday
did unleash an apparent tornado in
Mississippi and roared into
Alabama with enough wind to topple trees and knock out power to
50,000 customers.
At least 54 people were injured
from Texas to Alabama.
Most of the Alabama power outages were between Birmingham
and Tuscaloosa, where winds up to
50 mph knocked out car windows
and blew down a billboard at a
Tuscaloosa convenience store
around lunchtime.
Police in Tuscaloosa said one
person was hurt as flying debris
and stiff winds knocked out windows in several cars and a school
bus. Shingles were peeled off the
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s ear-old ‘eteran kkIto
A
01,011Cti a Purple Heart license
cl en though- Ins itti1ittr dis
hail2c papers-did not include the
honoi V1/4 as 101.111.1 ,„.;t1111% I uesii..1.0,
Nentemeti inn
M.) tia‘... at the Couith
taLkit: Ctinad. .;; Outland
as found
Si. lion! Rd.. \lurray.
nn t diird-degree criminal possession ml a torted instrument
(',mad), applied lor a Purple
kart hcente plate on Sept. 25 w ith
documents that stated he had
recei‘cd the Purple Heart medal
4114e serAing In Vlenlant. tccurdinst
to a sworn Aida it by Count\
Clerk Itti Course‘

The ['triple Heart honor is given
to tho:e wounded in battle,
tic also stated in the affidavit that
the papers Canady presented' on
Sept: 25 were differrnt-from the
original discharge papers filed in the
Office tit the Clerk on Feb. 23.
1972.
A representative from theConuty
Attorney s pH ice also gave a sworn
affidavit that .stated the office
received copies of Canady's discharge papers which listed several
honors, but not the Purple Heart.
Along with being sentenced to
180 day's. Canady must not commit
another criminal offense, pay all
fines and return the plate to the
clerk.

•Planning ...
oft Lewes Drive. There will be eight
one-bedroom. 29 two-bedroom and
Because the property ;Is adjacent three three-bedroom apartments in
to existing 'city limits. thew_ will be. alive one-storyabli four'-twa,story
easy access to gas, w ater and sewer buildings.
Imes. Plans for the property include
• Heard about storage units Louie
commercial and residential develop- Williams wants to construct at 720
ments. Salim said.
S. Fourth St. during an advisory
In other business, the commis- hearing. He Plans to have152differsion:
ent sued Storage units on 1.23 acres.
• Approved the final plait for which is already zoned B-2 for cerTanglewood Apartments, a residen- tain commercial uses.
tial' development Jackson. Tenn.The commission will hear about
based Volunteer Management and the'sarnc. project during- a prelimi-.
I)L'‘elopment COmpanv is planning nary hearing next month.
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Members of Gov.-elect Fletchees Transition Team

Veteran found guilty with
TIMES Purple Heart license plate
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•Lobbyists ...
From Front

and could get by with less money.

and a list of their agencies' personal service contracts.
Transition members are also asking
for lists of employees who are
assigned state vehicles, summaries
of pending litigation and lists of
executive orders that may affect
their cabinets.
They also have a list of I I questions. Irvin said. According to the
list, transition team members ask
secretaries and those who work
with them to describe three "significant accomplishments" they may
have had as well as to rate the overall efficiency of their cabinet.
Respondents are also asked to
judge which cabinet, department
agency or commission is the least
effective in state government, and
for specific areas of their own cabinets that could he more effective

ing at the Cabinet for Health
Services, the state's health care regulatory agency, include lobbyists
John McCarthy and Leigh Anne
Thacker, whose clients include
health care companies.
At the Department of Insurance,
the transition team includes
Matthew Hall, a lobbyist for
Humana Inc.. a Louisville-based
health insurer.
Insurance Commissioner Janie
Miller said she told Hall at the outset that "we needed to avoid" anything that could be viewed as a possible conflict of interest. Miller said
Hall and others on the team have
been careful to do just that.
"They've really not come in and
asked for anything inappropriate,"
Miller said.

-Transition [call' 111c111
lion churl
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Sheriffslo(j

Members of Gov -elect Ernie Fletcher s transition team wan assigned state cabypet and noire
towns and occupations where provided Note Some have dual assignments
Calloway County Sheriff's
Finance and Administration Cabinet
Nancy. Mitchell, accountant Corbin John Williams chairman of CSI Inc . Paducah Scott
Department
Douglas iobbyist and lormer Fletcher for Governor finance director. Louisville Kim McCann,
• The Columbia Police Department
attorney. Ashland Bud Legg. Joe Mettord Bob Miller Pam Taylor Luther Deaton chairman and
CEO. Central Bank & Trust Co Lexington
called at 12:30 a.m. Monday to
Revenue Cabinet
advice the sheriff's department
Nancy Mi
, accountant Corbin - John Williams chairman of CSI, Inc . Paducah. Scott
that a 17-year-old female was vistorrner Reicber tor Governor finance director. Louisville. Jim Perry head
Douglas. I
:
ot state IfitrVEN,
1 relations tor Brown-Forman Corp. Louisville. Paul Johnson. Revenue
iting an 18-year-old male she chatCabinet employee, Versailles. Merl Begley_ Revenue Cabinet employee. Lebanon. Don
ted with over the Internet
Mullineaux. University of Kentucky protesstr Lexington. Mark F Sommer, attorney. Louisville
Personnel Cabinet
Columbia police wanted a welfare
Fred Karem. real estate executive. Lexington. Pat Frieben former state representative.
check at a Rob Mason Road resiLexington, Phyllis Liebman. lobbyist, Frankton. John David Preston. attorney and former state
senator. Paintsville. Edwin Orange. Jim True, retired state employee. Frankton. Dr Otis Reed
dence. The juvenile and her 1993
•Cabinet for Economic Development
park
blue Ford Escort were at the
Hilda Legg.'Rural utilities Services- wasnlngton
:EdOtasscock -attorney. Loursvrtter Riggs
residence.
Lewis attorney and lobbyist, Louisville, Frank Jemley, Kentucky Chamber of Commerce lobbyist, Louisville. Brian Metford. Bowling Green, Jerry Rickets Vanta Coda Paul Coomes econo• A travel trailer was reported
mist. University of Louisville
stolen from 61 Sunset Drive at
Transportation Cabinet
Fred Mudge. chairman, R J Corman Railroad Co. Louisville. Jim Adams. lobbyist for CSX
7 31 a.m. Monday.
Corp . Louisville 'Ray Balt. president. Ball Homes, Lexington Lawson Walker attorney and for• The sheriff's department notified
mer state representative. Covington. Steven Burns. Lois Ann Disponett Lawrenceburg, David
Jackson. Department of Transportation employee. Frankton. Osi Onyekwulele, attorney, Bowling
the county road department
Green, Jerry Rose. engineering professor. University of Kentucky Lexington, Diana Castle
Monday morning that signs were
Marc Williams, engineer. Lexington. Paul David Steely. retired teacher, Williamsburg. Rich
Hayden, Louisville
down for Burkeen Road where it
Cabinet for Health Services
intersects Ky. 94 East.
Judy Boggs. U S Department of Labor attorney, Louisville. Don Ball. homebuilder, Lexington,
• A caller advised there was an
John McCarthy, lobbyist. Frankfort. Leigh Anne Thacker. lobbyist, Louisville, Dr Manoochear
aorgani, physician, Corbin. Russ Fendley. Deparment of Medicaid Services employee,
injury accident in front of
Georgetown. Dr Larry Codk,_physician, Louisville, John Morse, former health services secreEastwoodBaptist Church on Ky.
tary. Louisville, Frank Persinger. cabinet-emPloyee Kay Kirkland, retired cabinet employee. Frankfort. Dr Scott Scutchheld, retired physician, Danville
94 East at 7:28 a.m. Tuesday.
Cabinet for Families and Children
• An injury accident was reported
Judy Boggs, U.S Department of Labor attorney, Louisville, Don Ball, homebuilder, Lexington
John McCarthy, lobbyist, Frankfort, Leigh Anne Thacker, lobbyist. Louisville; Chuck Lambert,
at the intersection of Ky. 94 East
cabinet employee Frankfort. Deborah Vahie. Diane McElheney. Chip Sanford. Wanda Faircloth,
and
Post Oak in from of Cherokee
Janice Patterson. African-American outreach chairwoman, Fletcher for Governor, Jean Wells,
Trading Post at 747 a.m.
nursing home owner. Owensboro
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection Cabinet
Tuesday.
Stan Cave, attorney and former state representative, Lexington. Jean Dorton, community colwarned ispotters were..actilege administrator. PainTss6lle...1 Ewalt. Kentucky League oh eTtles lobbyist. Pans-7 Laauana
Witcher. attorney, Alvaton. Charles Grizzle, president of The Kentucky Society of Washington
vated at 8:37 a.m. Tuesday,
D C., Mike Templeman, coal company executive, Prestonsburg. David Samford, John Elliott,
• A log from a log truck was across
natural gas producer. Pikeville.
the road at the intersection of Ky.
Justice Cabinet
Joe Whittle, former U S attorney. Louisville; Teresa Hill, attorney, Corbin, Jason Underwood,
West and Robertson Road at
94
Louisville Chamber of Commerce lobbyist; John Bizzack. cabinet employee, Richmond, Mark
1:58 p.m. Tuesday. The state highDavid Goss, attorney, Harlan. Tim Hatlette Greg Howard, Lexington. Joel Schrader, Web
design business owner, Frankfort: Allan Stout, attorney, Regena Triplett. attorney, Pikeville:
way department was notified.
David Ray; Carl Christensen. Stephen Huffman, former Fletcher for Governor campaign worker,
• A caller from 464 Pheasant Road
Lexington.
Public Protection and Regulatioo Cabinet
said her husband found dynamite
Brad Cowgill, attorney. Lexington, Andy Barr, Lexington; Matthew Hall. Humana Inc lobbyist,
at 2:55 p.m. Tuesday.
Louisville. Susan Bunning. thoroughbred industry lobbyist, Lexington, Valerie Hamm, attorney.
• Someone was shooting a rifle in
Elizabethtown. Janet Kessler:Shirley Palmer-Ball, owner, Palmer Products. Louisville, Tandy
Patrick. •
a field on Seth Lane at 4:49 p.m.
Tourism Development Cabinet
Tuesday.
Sandy Runyon. executive director. Big Sandy Area Development Corp Pikeville, Bob Gable.
businessman, former state Republican chairman. Frankfort: Greg Coker. BellSouth lobbyist,
— Information obtained from
Harrodsburg; Bill Nighbert. mayor of Williamsburg, Karl Crase. owner, Halls on the River
reports,
logs and citations from
Restaurant, Richmond, Jim Handy; Judy Penrod. state Republican Party, Frankfort, Dawn Riley,
Tim Hinderlight.
various agencies
Education, Arts & Humanities Cabinet
Virgrnra Fox. retired executive director of Kentucky Educational Television, Frankfort; John
Chowning, vice president. Campbellsville University; Laura Owens, Glasgow, Troy Body; David
Keller, executive director. Kentucky School Boards Association, Jeanne Ferguson, Charles
Gray, Steve Clements: Jon Akers, director. Kentucky Center for School Safety, Georgetown;
•
CitV
"
John Stanton. Boone County deputy administrator. Edgewood
Workforce Development Cabinet
Robbie Rudolph, owner, Rudolph Tires, Murray. Martie Wiles, realtor and Marshall County
Republican chairman. Benton: Darrel Brock, general manager, Total Interior Systems,
Henderson: Faye Sutton Basil Turbyfill. Boyle County Republican Party. Danville.
Wilson said. "Hopefully we will
Labor Cabinet
Steve Branscum, contractor, Russell Springs. Suzanne Hyden, J.W Kinzer Drilling Co.
have many more."
Prestonsburg: Marcus Carey, 4th District Republican chairman. Erlanger: Fu-Mei Tsai, Ray B.
The banquet's agenda includes
White. attorney. Bowling Green.

Wednesday, November 19
Murray State University

WU.it
.

awards for time of service and door
prizes for employees in attendance.
One employee has worked for the
city for 43 years, the longest service. Twenty-three people have
worked 20-plus years, and most of
"
- ie are closer to 30 years of service, said Wilson. who is in her ninth
year working for the city.

•Tornado ...
From Front
roof of a drug store.
Earlier, in Louisiana; about
40,000 customers were without
power for a time west of New
Orleans. Waterspouts forced temporary closure of the 24-mile
causeway
spanning
Lake
Pontchartrain, and rain swept
across metropolitan New Orleans.
Power was restored quickly to
most customers in both Louisiana
and Alabama.
In Mississippi, at least three
people were injured and more than
a dozen homes were damaged
when an apparent twister hit rural
Smith County. Officials said most
of the injuries involved cuts and
bruises. Gov. Ronnie Musgrove
declared a state of emergency in
central and southern areas of the
state because of street flooding and
downed trees.
Residents in southeast Texas
began cleaning up and assessing
the damage caused Monday by
storms that spawned a series of tornadoes, flooded roadways and
overflowed bay-ous and creeks.
As many as 21 tornadoes may
have hit southeast Texas Monday,
said Charles Roeseler. a National
Weather Service meteorologist.
The
tributed
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Scott Peterson to stand trial for deaths of wife, unborn son

Obituaries

prosecutors winning the
right to introduce a disputed
form ofDNA Analysis to link
the hair to Laci Peterson. 27.
During the hearing, Laci
Peterson's sister testified
that Scott Peterson said he
had golf plans on Christmas
Eve, throwing into question
his story about going fishing
the day he said his wife vanLaci
ished. And a detective also
Peterson
testified that officers found a
loaded gun in Peterson's
truck_ and, that he initially
denied having an extramarital affair.
But prosecutors omitted
some of the most important
details:, where they believe
Laci was killed, what
weapon was used, how her
body was disposed of and
why her husband allegedly
wanted her dead.
Scott
Defense lawyer Mark
Gera QS has complained _that
Peterson
police tried to pin the crime
on Scott Peterson from the beginning and failed

who
encircled Scott Peterson in 'h loose-knit web tit
CHURCHILL- MIS
circumstantial evidence won the battle to have
'Is ,
--'7111/44
him stand trial on murder charges for the death
i:„40„tikti.V4.
FUNERAL HOME
& Cremator)
of his wife and her unborn son.
Stanislaus County Superior Court Judge Al
753-8888
753-7000
Girolami ruled Tuesday that prosecutors had
Mrs. Juanita L. Garland
shown during an I I -day preliminary hearing
Mrs. Juanita L. Garland, 73, Romulus. Mich., died Monday. Nov. 17,
that there was sufficient evidence the crimes
2003, in Huron Township, Mich.
were intentional, deliberate and premeditated.
She was born Sept. I. 1930, in Calloway.County, Ky. She had worked
Peterson, 31, being held without bail, now
in the nursery at Calvary Baptist Church, and enjoyed sewing and quilting.
faces a De.:. 3 arraignment. He has pleaded
Her husband. Elzie Eugene Garland, to whom she had been married for
innocent and his lawyers plan to file a motion to
57 years, one daughter, Treva Rivest, and one son, Eugene_ D. Garland, all
dismiss the charges and ask to .move the case
_
• .
ftpreceded bet
..outof Modesto_
.ii and husband.
S. Hicknia
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs.
Peterson smiled and waved to his parents as
Terry, Trenton, Mich.; two sons. Jerold K. Garland and wife, Donetta, and
he left the courtroom following the ruling,
Ronald A. Garland and wife, Debra, all pf Romulus. Mich.; one sister, Mrs.
which was anticipated by the defense since
Hilda Winchester and husband, Joe Pat, Murray, Ky.; three brothers, James
prosecutors had to meet the relatively low stanE. Wyatt and wife, Katherine,. Murray, Harold K. Wyatt and wife, Lynn,
dard of probable cause.
Almo, and Namon Wyatt and wife, Linda, Nashville, Tenn.; 12 grandchilThe hearing provided only glimpses at the
dren; 19 great-grandchildren.
evidence police have amassed in 27,500 pages
The funeral will be Thursday at 10 a.m. at Calvary Baptist Church,
of reports since a pregnant Laci Peterson was
Romulus. Pastor Marvin Hawbaker will officiate. Burial will follow in the
reported missing on Christmas Eve. Her
Romulus Cemetery with Crane Funeral Home, Inc., Romulus, in charge of
remains and those of her son washed ashore in
arrangements.
April about three miles from where Scott
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Calvary Baptist Church,
Peterson said he was fishing on a new boat.
Romulus, or to a favorite charity.
A battle over a 6-inch strand of dark hair
found on the boat dominated testimony, with
MODESTO, Calif.(API-Prosecutors

Imes-Miller
Funeral Home

,to investigate leads minting to other suspects..
The defense contends Laci Peterson was
abducted and. they _ have promised. to find her
killer.
Geragos criticized the preliminary hearing
process, which allows police to testify about
statements witnesses made during the investigation, without those witnesses being subject to
cross-examination.
"The standard, unfortunately, in California,
and 1_ say it jokingly.is 'Is the defendant breathing?" Geragos said outside court.
Peterson was arrested April 18 near his parent's home in San Diego. He initially denied
having an affair, but later acknowledged his
romance with massage therapist Amber- Frey,
who was secretly recording phone conversations with Peterson for police.
In the transcript of one of those calls introduced into evidence Tuesday, Peterson apologized for deceiving Frey by saying he was a
widower at a time when his wife was still alive,
but he failed to explain the inconsistencies in
his stories.
"You sat here in front of me and cried and
broke down," Frey said on Jan. 6. "I sat here
and __held your hand, Scott and comforted you
and you were lying to me."
"Yeah," he responded.

Mrs. Myrtle McKinney

Mrs. Myrtle McKinney, 64, Princeton, died Sunday, Nov. 16, 2003, at
;:15 p.m. at her home. Her death followed a long illness.
She was retired from Arvin Industries, and was a member of Shepherd
'
-_Street Baptist-Church..
Born March 28, 1939, in Lyon County; she was the daughteforCable
Robinson who died in 1980, and Jessie Mae Edmonds Robinson who died
in 2002. Also preceding her in death were two sisters, Dorothy Sivells and
Betty Jean Robinson, and one brother James (Popcorn) Robson.
Survivors include her husband, Charles McKinney; four sons, Anthony
Harris, Princeton, Danny Harris, Lyon County, Shawn Maxie and wife,
Bridget, Paducah, and Charles Maxie and wife, Carrie, Mayfield; two
grandchildren, Arickus Wilson and Charles William Maxie; three sisters,
Mrs. Jo Ann Faulkner and. Mrs. Mattie McGowan, both of Princeton, and
.MT;3. Thelma Sivels, Hopkinsyille; six-. brothers, Wesley Robinson,
Paducah, Raymond Robinson, Drakesboro, Elliott Robinson, Cadiz,
Clarence Robinson and Lonnie Robinson, both of Princeton, and Jackie
Robinson, Atlanta, Ga.; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Thursday at I p.m. in the chapel of Morgan Funeral
Home, Princeton. The Rev. James Brasher, the Rev. Calvin Cole Sr. and
Elder Gaylon Grubbs will officiate. Burial will be in the Cedar Hill
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 8 p.m. today
(Wednesday).

SWITCH TO CINGULAR

Bonus
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Rollover m Minutes

Joseph Lissuzzo
The funeral for Joseph Lissuzzo will be Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at St.
Henry Catholic Church, Aurora. Burial will follow in the St. Henry
Cemetery, Aurora.
Visitation will be at Collier Funeral Home, Benton, after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
Mr. Lissuzzo, 77, Hooper Ridge Lane, Benton, died Sunday, Nov. 16,
2003, at 2-pm. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton. _ _
A post commander of the Italian War Veterans Association, he was a
veteran of World War II serving with the U.S. Army Airborne Paratroopers.
Preceding him in death were one daughter, Rosalia Sclsoowicz, three
ussLissuzzo an
sisters and one brother. He Was the -sott 'of-the-la
Lissuzzo.
Estelle Geraci
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Pauline Sparacino Lissuzzo, to whom
he had been married for 57 years; two daughters, Ms. Maria Lissuzzo,
Benton, and Mrs. Paulette McDougal, Glen Ellyn, Ill.; two sons, Russell
Lissuzzo, Bloomingdale, Ill., and Louis Lissuzzo, Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Marie Geraci, Glen Ellyn, Ill.; eight grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.

Ones (Red)(Doc) E. York

On select plans.

-

The only thing better than
Rollover is more Rollover.

BUY ONE FOR

$4999
AND GET ONE
11 ,«sama,
111•"

FREE
after 850 mail-in rebate, $50 trade-in credit
per phone with 2-year service agreement
Price before rebates are $14999 and
$9999 respectR , ly

The funeral for Ones(Red)(Doc) E. York is today (Wednesday) at II
a.m. in the chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Brett Heuing and Roy
Gibson are officiating. Burial will follow in the Dunn Cemetery.
Mr. York, 86,Tubbs Road, Benton, died Sunday, Nov. 16, 2003, at 7:07
p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
A laborer, he was a member of Hamlet Baptist Church.
One brother, Chester York, preceded him in death. He was the son of the
late Henry York and Ida Bell Turner York.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Adell Jones York; two daughters. Mrs.
Brenda Hamlet and Mrs. Bernita Newcomb, two sons, Harold York and
Stevie York,two sisters, Mrs. Eulene Sloan and Mrs. Laudine Harmon,and
two brothers. Joe York and Londal York, all of Benton; six grandchildren;
eight great-grandchildren.

eft
CD0 C)CD

5500 Minutes for 53999
No Roaming charges. Natonwide Long Distance incitnied.

'

I

Terry Outland
The funeral for Terry Outland was Saturday with the Gendermalik
Funeral Home. New Baltimore, Mich., in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Outland, 56, New Haven, Mich., formerly of Murray, died
Wednesday. Nov. 12, 2003, at Mt. Clemens General Hospital, Mt.
Clemens, Mich.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Donna Weidenaar Outland, four children. Troy Centers and wife. Denise, Scott Outland, Tygh Outland and
wife. Pam,and Traci Buckner, and five grandchildren, all of Michigan; his
parents, Charles and Carolyn Outland, and one sister, Mrs. Gail Dick and
husband. Gary, all of Murray.

Ralph 0. Stockwell
In the obituary for Ralph 0. Stockwell published Monday and Tuesday,
two stepgrandchildren were not included in the survivors. Incomplete
information was released by Churchill-Imes Family,Funeral Home.
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AgreeOrNot

by Todd Duvall

They can't say
they weren't
warned
FRANKFORT — In a couple of sales tax would fall back to 6 percent.
months, when the new Fletcher
administration and General
•Patton also suggests reducing
Assembly are grappling with the
the
. income tax exclusion on retirerealities of plunging state tax revmentincome and eliminate the
enues and mounting state obligaexclusion entirely on incomes over
tions and expenses, they cannot say $80,400. That would generate more
they weren't
than $78 million.
warned.
As for tax cuts. Patton would
Outgoing
reduce the state income tax for the
Gov. Paul Patton working poor, eliminate the state
issued that warn- property tax on vehicles and boats,
ing loudly last
and reduce the top state corporate
week when he
income tax rate by 1 percent.
said the 2004
None of these ideas is new.
revenue shortfall Expanded gambling has been debatmay be as high
ed practically since Patton took
as $710 million, office eight years ago. Polls show
Fletcher
and he offered
most Kentuckians favor sharply
an array of ways of making up that
higher cigarette taxes and no taxes
shortfall, most of which haven't a
on their cars and boats. A sales tax
chance-of becoming law under
increase, even one of limited duraeither his administration or that of
tion, is the fastest way to increase
Gov.-elect Ernie Fletcher who takes
revenues.
office next month.
--Thoprobterriis-that Patton'sAt this point, Patton has nothing
proposals for raising and lowering
to lose by issuing his latest budget
taxes have the net effect of substanshortfall warning. He gains nothing
tially increasing state revenues.
by exaggerating the likely effects of
That's not what Fletcher was talksuch a large gap between state reving about when he discussed "tax
enues and expenses. And with his
modernization" during his campolitical career at an end, he's not
paign.
It's not what Republicans
alienating any future voters by proand
many
Democrats in the House
posing tax increases.
and Senate will even consider when
The projected 2004 budget
it comes to tax legislation in the
shortfall is made all the worse by
coming
General Assembly session.
the illusions the General Assembly
Any
changes
in state taxes must
used early this year to craft a balbe
"revenue
neutral,"
meaning that
anced budget. Essentially, it used
the
increases
and
decreases
cancel
one-time money to the tune of
themselves
out,
so
no
one
can
be
about $300 million to pay on-going
accused
of
"raising
taxes"
overall.
expenses: You can use your savings
' But come March and April,
account to pay the mortgage, but
when the red ink is flowing all over
once the account balance is used
the budget, when teachers are
up, the mortgage is still due every
demanding raises and more and
month.
more old people are being cut off
Here's what Patton proposes to
from Medicaid benefits, when the
raise money to offset the shortfall
promises that Fletcher made to be
and, yes, cut some individual and
business taxes at the same time.
elected are factored in, legislators
•Raise the present 3-cent ciga— Democrats and Republicans
rette tax to 55 cents per pack. That's alike — are going to discover that
estimated to generate about $208
political life suddenly is very
million and make the Kentucky tax
uncomfortable.
more in line with cigarette taxes in
Paul Patton certainly has his
other states. Currently, only
faults, but plain speaking isn't one
Virginia's cigarette tax is lower than of them. He may have nothing to
Kentucky's.
lose as the clock of his administra•Raise the current 6 percent
tion winds down, but he deserves
sales tax to 7 percent for two years, credit for laying out the state's fiswhich would bring in $416 million. cal crisis one more time and offer•Authorize video slot machines
ing ways out of that it.
and permit the Kentucky Lottery to
And in a couple of months, from
offer keno games that would help
wherever Patton chooses to retire,
replace money for state scholarhe can issue a simple statement: "I
ships that is expected to be lost
told you so."
when Tennesseans begin playing
their own lottery games next year.
Todd Duvall is an editorial
When the expanded gambling is
writerfor The State Journal in
fully operational in two years, the
Frankfort

Attention Washington!
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
236 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web: www.house.gov/whiffield
1-202-225-3116 (Washington #)

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)

\,

137ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
web:www.iim_bunning@bunning.senate.gov
1-202-224-4343 (Washington SO,

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)—
361ARussell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-224-2541 (Washington #)

Stand By Your Ad
Stating the
obvious in
political ads
could limit
negative
commercials
By LIZ SIDOTI
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)— The
simple sentence in this year's political ads elicits a slap-your-head,
"duh" response from any television
viewer — "I'm Howard Dean (or
John Edwards or John Kerry or Joe
Lieberman or Dick Gephardt) and I
approved this message."
The line may be stating the obvious, but it's the law now — and
some political observers argue that
it could deter candidates from the
mudslinging commercials that
marked past elections.
The campaign finance law that
went into effect last November
required candidates for federal
office to appear in their paid ads,
identify themselves and tell voters
that they approved the message. It

AP News Analysis
was known as the "Stand By Your
Ad" provision.
Since then, presidential candidates who have [bitted their health
care plans or ideas for job growth,
or even argued that they alone have
the leadership qualities for the
nation's chief executive, have had
to utter the somewhat clumsy,
undeniable line.
As the campaign moves into the
primary season — and the competition grows more fierce — candidates often resort to harsh criticism.
Next year's election and its commercials may be different, due to ,
the requirement that candidates
make the statement.
"It will result in at least some
hesitation when candidates make
decisions to run negative ads
because they're going to have to
take responsibility for that ad on
the air," said Larry Noble, executive director of the Center for
Responsive Politics, a nonpartisan
research group based in
Washington, D.C.
For a number of years, Sen.
Dick Durbin, D-III., worked with
Sen. Ron Wyden, D-Ore., in pushing for the provision to be included
in the final campaign finance bill,
in part because of the argument that
the public should know who is

behind the attack ads.
Durbin said it will have a sobering influence.
"I will bet this: there will be
moments in the studios when the
candidates say to the producers of
the ads, 'I'll be damned if I'm
going to put my face on that,"
Durbin said.
Political operatives say the
requirement won't eliminate attack
ads altogether, but it might soften
their tones.
David Eichenbaum, media consultant for former presidential candidate Bob Graham, said that it will
be difficult for a candidate to take
responsibility for an ad that criticizes his opponent without hurting
the candidate's own reputation.
As a result, he said,"The negative ads will be a lot less direct, a
lot weaker this year."
But Bill Carrick, a Los Angeles
media adviser for Democratic candidate Dick Gephardt, said he doesn't believe the change will blunt the
frequency or force of negative ads.
"I don't think anybody's going to
be dissuaded from that," Carrick
said. He and other ad makers say
the requirement causes them
headaches — and not just because
the phrase is repeated so often.
Jim Margolis, media consultant
for Democratic candidate John
Kerry, said ad creators now must
try to sell a message using fewer

words and seconds. A 30-second
spot typically has no more than 70
words in it. The slogan,"I'm John
Kerry and I approved of this ad,"
uses up nine words and about four
seconds.
"That's a lot of time we're
spending doing other stuff instead
of talking about what we want to
talk about," Margolis said.
The law also says candidates
who refer to their opponents in ads
and fail to follow the rules won't be
able to buy air time from stations at
their lowest rates available.
"It now says you have to pay
more to bash people," said Don
Simon, an attorney for Common
Cause, a group that favored campaign finance reform.
But attorney Floyd Abrams
claims the provision is unconstitutional because it determines a price
based on what a commercial says.
"It's a punishment for speech —
no lowest unit rate unless you have
more disclosure than you would
otherwise have," said Abrams, who
is representing Sen. Mitch
McConnell, R-Ky., and others trying to overturn much of the law.
The Supreme Court is reviewing
it and could decide shortly on its
fate. Both supporters and opponents
of the claim say — as Abrams put
it — "the very awkward and somewhat dumb-sounding statement" —
will remain intact.

Loyalties split between candidate, self-interest
WASHINGTON (AP) — Joe Trippi is not
running for president.
Neither is Bob Shrum, Jim Jordan, Chris
Lehane, Mark Fabiani nor any of the other highpriced political consultants whose hiring, firings,
resignations — and all matter of Machiavelli in
between — too often eclipse the actions of their
bosses.
But they're getting a lot of attention. The
2004 campaign has been marked by an acceleration of the trend spotlighting political professionals over presidential candidates.
"We had a movie made about our 1992 campaign, so it's hard for me to be critical about this
cult of consultants," said James Carville, strategist for Bill Clinton's first presidential bid. "But
this is getting out of hand."
The media's obsession with the inner workings of campaigns is partly to blame for the rise
of the consultant class. Carville and George
Stephano,polous were media darlings in 1992.
Republicans Lee Atwater and Karl Rove became
household names for helping to eleet two
Bushes.
The candidates themselves make stars or
scapegoats of consultants: Democrat John
Kerry's personnel moves have his staff bordering on revolt.
But the consultants' culture is part of the
problem ,too.
More than ever, political professionals are
maintaining business ties outside their campaigns, a practice that leads to split loyalties and.
conflicts of interest, say Democratic and
Republican consultants who are beginning to
condemn their own lot.
"If you don't drop everything and focus on
the campaign. you're not doing the candidate
justice," said GOP consultant Rick Davis. who
ran Sen. John McCain's 2000 presidential cam-

WashingtonToday

by Ron Fournier

paign.
business in California after Clark's announceSome consultants seem to worry as much
ment, leaving an inexperienced candidate and
about their own reputations as their candidates'
staff behind as the retired Army general fumbled
fortunes, with an eye toward future business
questions about Iraq.
prospects: television punditry, lobbying and priLehane, who helped craft much of Kerry's
vate sector clients who pay fortunes for political- strategy, now works for Clark.
Steve Jarding and David "Mudcat" Saunders,
style campaigns to sell their products.
experts in courting rural Democrats, have
Kerry's campaign is a model of dysfunction.
worked for two presidential candidates, Sens.
The Massachusetts senator fired his campaign
manager Sunday at the urging of fund-raisers
John Edwards of North Carolina and Bob
Graham of Florida. With Graham out, they've
who demanded he do something to jump-start
shopped their services to front-runner Howard
the ailing effort. Jim Jordan left quietly, but the
flap roared.
Dean.
Two staff members quit within days, apparDean's campaign manager is Trippi, masterently more loyal to Jordan than the man they
mind of a revolutionary Internet-driven camwere trying to elect president. A spate of stories
paign the leads the Democratic pack.
quoted anonymous sources who blamed the
"I'm not the reason Dean is doing so well,"
campaign's woes on Kerry and Shrum, a veteran said Trippi, whose Washington consulting firm
has tepiesented the former Vermont governor for
consultant with a history of high-profile clashes.
years. "All of our supporters are. They just make
Kerry told The Associated Prewonlitursday
me look good."
that his campaign "will be better off moving
Good enough that he showed up at a Dean
ahead w.ith people who want to be there." He
claimed to have barely known one of those who , news conference with a lapel microphone.
quit, Robert Gibbs, who had been his chief
Television producers routinely wire him for
spokesman since January.
sound.
Kerry later called the former aides to apoloAt one recent campaign stop in Phoenix, the
gize for his remarks, a senior Kerry adviser said. candidate delivered his stump speech then turned
This was not Kerry's first staff problem.
it over to Trippi who held a news conference
Lehane worked for commercial clients while
with local reporters. An elderly woman pushed
herself on stage, brushed passed Dean and asked
advising Kerry for free, an arrangement the consultant said cost him money because he was
several people,"Where's Joe? I've got to meet
forced to reject private sector work. He quit two
Joe."
months ago in a dispute with Shrum and others
"He's the man," she said.
over the campaign's direction. Two days later,
Wesley Clark entered the race with Lehane's
Ron Fournier has covered national politics
business partner, Fabiani, serving as top adviser. for The Associated Press since 1993.
Fabiani was criticized for rushing home to
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WOW Youth Coon Hunt
scheduled on Nov. 28

Wedding

Woodmen of the World Youth Coon Hunt will be
Friday, Nov. 28,,at 6 p.m. at Twin Lakes Coon Club,
located east of Hardin off Highway 402, former
Highway 80, Hardin.
Also featured will be arts and crafts for youth who
do not want to go on the coon hunt.
Hot dogs and smores will be furnished. The hunt
will start at 6:30 p.m.

Masonic lodge to honor widows
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons
will have a dinner in the honor of the widows on Friday,
Nov. 21, at 6:30 p.m. at the Masonic temple, Highway
By Jo Burkeen 121 North and Robertson Road North, Murray. All memCommunity Editor bers of the lodge and of Murray Chapter tIo. 433 Order
of the Eastern Star are encouraged to attend. For infor753-4530.
call
[nation

Jo's
Datebook

Glory Bound Entertainment Thursday

Glory Bound Entertainment will be Thursday, Nov. 20, from 7 to 9 p.m.
at the Glory Bound Coffee House at the Senior Citizens area of the Weaks
Corfirnunity Center Entertainrhent will be by two groups, Set Free and
Eugene Kirk and Friends. Each one is asked to bring a can of food for Need
Line. There is no admission, but a love offering will be taken. This is an outreach ministry of Goshen United Methodist Church and the public is invited.

Photo provided

Christmas Bazaar will be Saturday

Beverly Lemons shows items

Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church, 1619 Martin's Chapel Rd.,
Murray, will have its annual Christmas Bazaar Saturday, Nov. 22,from 7 a.m.
to noon. Featured will be sausage/ham biscuit breakfast, cookie walk, white
• elephant table, baked goods and arts and crafts.

Home Department hears Lemons

The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held its
• October meeting at The Red Barn,
St. Rt. Highway 94.West, Murray.
•
Woodmen of the World Lodge 170-Kirksey will have its fall family night
Beverly Lemons, owner,showed
marin
united
111-were
Jennifer Lynn White and Hugh Leave Houston
on Saturday, Nov. 22, at 6 p.m. at Kirksey United Methodist Church. All
the
group the many Christmas items
lodge members are encouraged to come and enjoy a nice meal. For more riage on Saturday, Sept. 13, 2003, at Forest Hills Baptist Church, Nashville, and floral arrangements for the holTenn.
information call 489-6251.
idays.
The Rev. Dr. Jerry L. Winfield, pastor of the church, and the Rev. Dr.
The department will have a
perChurch,
Baptist
Simons
First
St.
of
pastor
Jr.,
William G. Henderson
luncheon on Thursday, Nov
potluck
The 2003 Poinsettia Prince and Princess Pageant will be Saturday, Nov. formed the double ring ceremony.
Nuptial music was provided by organist Pat Mulloy, pianist Ann Purdy.
22, at Benton community building, Benton. This is open to girls ages zero to
18 years and boys ages 0 to 35 months. For information or an entry call trumpeter Marty Los and vocalists Nancy Allen, Julia Boren, Dennis Grass,
Shelley Brien at 1-270-395-8143, Kern Cothran at 1-270-527-9370 or Arnie Howard Jewell and Ted Murphy.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Stewart White of St
Heath at 1-270-252-0414.
Simons Island, Ga.
The groom's parents are Lynn Worley Houston and Hal Edward
Weaks
the
at
served
be
will
Dinner
both of Murray, Ky.
Thanksgiving
Houston,
A Community
Given in marriage by her parents, the bride wore a designer gown. of
Community Center, 607 Poplar St., Murray. The dinner is for anyone in
Calloway County that will be dining alone on Thanksgiving day, Nov. 27. white silk satin finished with a court train. Styled with a strapless bodice
The doors will open at 10 a.m. for fellowship and lunch_ will be served at and,A-line skirt, the gown was detailed with pearl and crystal beading
noon. If you are planning to attend, please stop by the Senior Citizens office through the dropped waistline. Her fingertip veil of sheer illusion was outand pick up a ticket no later than Tuesday, Nov. 25. There is no charge for the lined with a rolled satin ribbon edge and secured by a headpiece of crystals
ticket. For more information call 753-0929.
and pearls. She carried, a bouquet of two dozen pale pink and ivory roses
hand-tied with white organza ribbon.
.
Lori Bolton of Franklin served as maid of honor.
of Lake
Oline
Rebecca
and
Atlanta
of
Monin
Greer
were
J.H. Hombuckle Memorial Residential Services are requesting food donaBridesmaids
tions for needy families in time for the Thanksgiving holiday. Donations an Forest, Ill., sisters of the groom, Laurie Brocato of Nashville, Amy
be left at Murray Fire Extinguisher Sales and Services, 601 South 4th St., Koomdyk of Royal Oak , Mich., and Jennifer Lentz and Melissa Risher.
Murray, between the hours of8 a.m. to 5 p.m. For information call 762-0600. both of Franklin.
Their two-piece gowns of periwinkle satin were styled with sleeves tops
fitted over slim-line skirts. Each carried a bouquet of blue hydrangeas, field
Southwest Elementary School will have a rebate day at Mr. Gatti's today, daisies and pink roses hand-tied with white organza ribbon.
Nov. 19. The school will receive 10 percent of the sales from 5 p.m. to closThe groom's niece, Janey Oline of Lake Forest, was flower girl. Her
ing.
sleeveless, full-length dress of white cotton was trimmed with lace and tied
Photo provided
in back with a satin sash. The collar was hand-embroided with delicate ecru
State
Murray
Cronin,
Mick
flowers. She carried a pomander bouquet of blue hydrangeas and pastel
basketball
D's
University
Captain
at
day
rebate
a
have
will
Team
Softball
School
High
Murray
pink roses suspended on an organza ribbon.
coach, spoke about this
today, Nov. 19. Persons are asked to place their receipts in the box on the
Andy Monin of Atlanta, brother-in-law of the groom,served as best man.
counter so the team will get credit for the sales
year's team, information on
Groomsmen were Mark Oline of Lake Forest, groom's brother-in-law;
Brad Davis of Cincinnati, Ohio; Sean Hoskins of Aliso Viejo, Calif.; Ward
the players and the schedSimmons of New York, N.Y.; Malcon Taylor of Murray; and Matt White of
ule and plans for this seaCurriculum Committee of Calloway County High School Site-based
Nashville, brother of the bride.
at a meeting of the
son
Decision Making Council will meet Thursday, Nov. 20,at 3:15 p.m. in Room
The nephews of the groom, Drew Monin of Atlanta and Matt Oline of
Rotary Club.
Murray
808 of the high school. The public is invited.
Lake Forest, were ring-bearers.
The wedding was celebrated at a reception held at the Richland Countrs
Club in Nashville.
Calloway County Homemakers will take orders in their annual 12th poinThe rehearsal dinner was held at the.Govemor's Club in Nashville.
settia sale through Friday, Nov. 21. Delivery day %ill be Dec. 4 from 2 p.m.
Following a wedding trip to Tahiti and Bora Bora. the couple is residing
until all plants have either been picked up or delivered at the Family Life in Franklin, Tenn.
Center of First United Methodist church, Murray. Orders may be placed with
any homemaker or by calling Judy Stahler at 753-7387 or the County
Extension Office at 753-1452.

WOW—Lodge 170 plans family night

Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Leavell Houston III

Poinsettia pageant scheduled Saturday

Rotary Club

20, at 11 a.m. at the club house.
- Following the luncheon ,will be
an auction of items -brought by the •
members. Also items are to 'be
brought for "Women to Women Job Search" project of the club.
Guests are invited. Hostesses
will be Linda Cooper, Bobbie
Waters, Shirley Robinson and
Virginia Thomson.

FUN & FASHION
By D.K. Kelley

Thanksgiving dinner planned

Food donations requested

Southwest promotion today

MHS Softball Team promotion today

CCHS Committee plans meeting

Poinsettia sale closes on Friday

BirthAnnouncements

Home Department plans meeting
- Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Nov.
20, at 1:30 p.m. at the club house. A potluck luncheon will be served and the
annual auction will be held. Each member is to bring two nonperishable food
or personal items for Need Line. Hostesses will be Linda Cooper, Bobbie
Waters, Shirley Robinson and Virginia Thomson.

Mother to Mother meeting Thursday
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms, will meet
Thursday, Nov. 20. at 10:30 a.m. in the meeting room of Calloway Public
Library. 710 Main St., Murray. The group may be in the park behind the
library if the weather is nice. Refreshments will be served and door prizes
given. Pregnant moms (and dads) as well as former breastfeeding moms of
any age are welcome. For more information call Kim Jastremski, C.L.E.C.-,
phone 759-4746.

Hazel club meeting Thursday
Hazel Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Nov. 20, at 7 p.m. at the Hazel
Community Center. Jennifer Doom will be the speaker. Secret pals will be
revealed and a bakeless bake sale will be scheduled. Carrnaleta Eldridge,
Betty Hudson and Marla Thompson will be hotees

The Yule Tree
CHRISTMAS SHOPPE

Avery Clark and
Addison Caite
Seay
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Joe Seay are
the parents of twin daughters born
Thursday, Nov. 13, 2003,at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Avery Clark Seay measured 18
1/2 inches and arrived at 5:18 a.m.
Addison Caite Seay measured 18
1/4 inches and arrived at 5:24 a.m.
Both babies weighed five pounds

Ii

4

Enjoy a cup of special blend wassail
while you browse through our unique
selection ofseasonal items
for your home.

412 S. 12th Street (Across From The Murray Bank)• 753-9967

In 30 minutes,

Peggy made her husband look twice.
After going from a "lay
down and zip my pants"
size 16 to a comfortable
size 4, Peggy Payne says
one of her favorite things
is the extra attention she
gets from her husband.
, The key to her success
has been the support she
gets.at Curves.

BOB
CORNELISON

Home
Auk).
Farm
IRA's
Nursing Home.
wwwcurvesinternational.com

GRAND OPENING
MONDAY,NOV. 24
NOW -OPEN 10 A.M.-5 P.M.

three ounces each.
The mother is the former Angie
Story. Two brothers are Layton and
Garrett Seay.
Grandparents are Steve and
Laveeta Story of Murray and Larry
and Deanie Seay of Mayfield.

INSURANCE

The power to
amaze yourselt

270-759-3400
1608 Hwy. 121 North
Murray. KY 42071

HWY. 121 BYPASS • 753-4703
270-252-3399
www kfbmurray.com

Watch for the
winter edition
of In Our
Backyard
published
soon!

170 Mayfield Hwy 05
Benton, KY 42025

Join Now
Rest of the year

*FREE!

'270-5753800
3420 Park Ave
Paducah, KY 42001

OVET 5,000 locations to serve you.
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.t) rap up some smiles this season With
trom DK Kelley. A gift from DK Kelley wil'
as individual as each person on your list \'•
hate the perfect thing to wear this holiday st
son. whether you go glitz and glamour sensu•
and sexy or demure and classic, we hate ii
Wonderfully soft silk sweaters, luxurious s:
tet, soft and comfortable velour. ,bright ..•
sparkling textures make this season_
I heard a great story this weekend that is
appropriate about gift giving from husband'
wives. I hope you guys will pay attention to o
part
seems the wile was having a birthday and s.
and her husband had been discussing gettin:
new coffee maker, A bolt 01 lightening struck
as to what he could get her t her tm:,
husband
ja to,
problem was,ohed _ just h:1!
wanted, "a new col!ee maker.- Smilin
and saying "thank you hones-, the w
Husly accepted the coffee maker The hi.
ands birthday rolled around as h..'
A ays do. and it seems they also recite..
Guess what he got tor his birthdas '
,essed it a "new iron "He was about a, thrin
M the iron as she was the coffee maker
he moral of this story according to the f
erd is he got the picture and he l•
Jght a"plug-in" for a gift since
so guy, I hope you will realize if
•esn't make her heart go pater pa'
no )ou aren't going to get any br,•wn..
•ou know what I mean
Wrap up soMething she'll lose We !.
you adtice and counseir
!! that will thrill her w
.st
s,ript sterling silver initials
.ather cord is a wonderful. nor. •
erx one likes to receite at's Just for her We also hay, ,
• hate so mans new gilt ideas
you're sure to tint lust thc
r
!
We hat:
and get a bracelet tree, you can.' tteat 1t
with esery Sloii purchase •
Christmas earrings or a Christmas
We want to make sour holitlas tree gilt wrapping alteration. and a„,
here tor tou'
Congratulations to Patts Knott. Mar!
Chaiman. and Jo Crass Who an the is r •
our Open House Sunda)
Mar) Hocking won the door piiie
•
luncheon Mark Fridats on
Att.-week Ittr-Iuncla
NI;base Tot. of 112 pnee items
_
ot 1/2 price Jewell-)lust in lime (or
Quote sit the Week. -Ow the world the l•
)ou hate and the hest will come hack to yi.
Madeline RfkigeS. Poet
PS Check out our new tooled leather handh 1
in great fashion colors
Stay tuned to nest week's Fun & Fast,
Ret Ladtet lietingtot. is
Counts NI, l'rar‘ br 4 k

-Qe(0.1c.lcafr
305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441
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Bonds claims record sixth MVP
.SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
After
IS major league seasons, Barry Bonds
still has worlds to conquer. He wants
a World Series ring, and he's still pursuirig. the career home run record.
The San Francisco outfielder has one
more goal in mind: He wants to keep
making Bobby Bonds proud.
Barry Bonds won a record sixth
National League MVP award Tuesday,
hecoming the first player to receive the
honor in three consecutive years. At
19, he has enjoyed one of the most
remarkable careers in the modern game
hut Bonds has no plans to slow
dr n.
"I'm looking very much forward to
ova season." said the Giants star, who
has won twice as. many MVP awards
as any other player. 21 started training
rust . two weeks after the season. rin
training even harder this year than 1
lid last year. 1 really want to see if I

can pla things . together without
father for the first time."
Bobby Bonds, his three-time All-Star
father, died in August. When Barry
returned to the Giants, he led them to
the NL West championship.
"This award is more special to me
than any award I've ever received
because it's dedicated to my father,"
Bonds said. "He has been my hitting
coach my entire life, ever since I was
a little kid. I miss him dearly. It's a
really emotional time for me right now."
-.Bonds, the only player to win more
than three MVPs, hit .341 with 45
homers and 90 RBIs, leading the major
leagues in slugging percentage (.749),
on-base percentage (.529) and walks
(148). He also became the first player
with 500 homers and 500 stolen bases.
• The 12-lime'All-Star :received 28 Of
32 _first-place votes and 426 points in
balloting by the Baseball Writers' Asso-

ciation ot AmCIIL
St. Louis outfielder Albert Pujols
was second with three first-place votes
and 303 points. Atlanta outfielder Gary
Sheffield --got the other first-place vote and was third with 247 points.
Among the four major North American professional sports, only the NHL's
Wayne Gretzky has more MVP awards,
with nine. The NBA's Kareern AbdulJabbar also won six MVPs.
"To be able to say you've won this
award six times, there's no words for
it," Bonds said.
Bonds' emotional summer has led
to a fall filled with controversy.
Bonds and many other athletes have
been subpoenaed to testify by a federal grand jury investigating the Bay Area
Laboratory Co-Operative, a nutritional
supplements lab. On -Monday, a lawyer
for Bonds' personal trainer, Greg Anderson, confirmed his client is a target of

the probe.
Boncis elsclitied comment on BALCO,
citing his lawyer's advice, but welcorned-the- 3tart of steroid - testing next
season.
"I am glad there is going to be testing," he said. "1 am glad that, hopefully, hopefully, it will diminish a lot
of eVeryone's speculation, and everyone can just move on."
Bonds should pass his godfather,
Willie Mays,for third on baseball's career
homers list early next season. He's currently fourth with 658, also trailing
Babe Ruth (714) and Hank Aaron (755).
Giants' slugger Barry Bonds
claimed his sixth NL MVP award
on Tuesday after hitting .341 with
45 homers and 90 RBIs in 2003.
The 39-year-old Bonds has six
MVP awards. No other player in
history has more than three.

Bucs deactivate
receiver Johnson
for rest of year
NAPA,Fla.(AP)— Keyshawn
Johnson sounded relieved.
Tampa Bay's star receiver wants
out of town, and the Buccaneers
agree it's best he go.
"It's been a good run," Johnson said after the Super Bowl
champions announced Tuesday that
they were deactivating the disgruntled two-time Pro Bowl selection for the rest
of the season.
"I'm sorry it
ended this way,
hut I'll move
on,"
Johnson
said. "I've had
a pretty good
career, and I'll
Naitocontinue to have
11
successful
Johnson
career and be a
force in this league."
The Bucs shelved the eighthyear pro, saying he had become
disruptive during a disappointing
4-6 start for the defending champs,
who have lost three straight and
are in danger of missing the playoffs.
Coach Jon Gruden insisted the
move wasn't personal. Johnson,
unhappy with his role .in the Bucs'
offense, said it was.
"They can say whatever they
want. I know what happened,"
Johnson said. "I'm not going to
had mouth anybody. but how could
it he anything but personal'? 1 produced when 1 got the opportunitv. I lid everything asked of me."
Johnson was the Bucs' thirdreceiver with 45 catches
ir 600 yards and three touchdowns.
Rut he never understood why
he m.asn't more involved in Gruden., game plans.
lie %owed his concern to the
coach and general manager Rich
\k Kay last month, telling them
!hal ic w anted to leave after this

season.
Johnson thinks he can play at
a high level for five more seasons and would like to finish his
career with a team that appreciates his abilities.
"It's a shock. I thought we
would get through the year," Johnson said. "Why would you do that
when you're trying to win another championship?
"You're talking about your best
offensive player. And you're going
to let him go'? That's basically
what they did. It doesn't make
sense. ... But that's OK. I'll be
fine. It didn't work out (with Gruden). It was a bad marriage. Now,
I'll move on."
The Bucs said they would deactivate Johnson for the remaining
six games. He will be paid his
full salary and was not fined,
McKay said.
Johnson, meanwhile, plans to
spend the rest of the season working as an in-studio network television analyst.
"It will be tough on game day,"
he said. "I'll miss my teammates.
I've never been one to sit around
and watch."
Johnson is midway through an
eight-year, $56 million contract
that included a $13 million signing bonus.
He initially complained about his
role in Gruden's offense last season. This year, he felt the coach
was determined to prove the Bucs
could win without giving Johnson
a heavy workload.
"I went to them after the San
Francisco game," Johnson said,
referring to a 24-7 loss on Oct.
19. "The next day he tried to turn
the team against me. He thought
I was jealous of other guys getting the ball. All I wanted to do
was help the team win."

MSU's Wong
named to
All-OVC
2nd team

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway County senior Josh Burks (center) signed scholarship papers Tuesday to
attend Murray State University on a golf scholarship. Pictured with Burks are CCHS
golf coach Johnny Hutching, Calloway Athletics Director Bill Cowan and his parents,
Keith and Rhonda Burks.

Burks signs with NISU
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Calloway County High School
senior golfer Josh Burks is going
to college. That's good news.
Burks has also decided to stay
close to home. That's even better news.
The senior golfer signed a
letter of intent Tuesday with
Murray State University, enabling
him to continue his career. That's
great news.
"I've been working at this for
five years now," Burks said Tuesday in the school's media room.
"I didn't really have the year I
wanted, but everything has happened so fast and I'm just glad
to get it over with."
Burks failed to qualify for
the Kentucky High School Athletic Association State Tourna-

ment this past year, but will join
"That's one of his greatest
Racer head coach Eddie Hunt assets is getting off the tee, and
and enter a program at Murray in some cases, it's the most imporState that CCHS head golf- coach tant," Hutching noted. "But he
Johnny Hutching calls, "out of will have to address his short
this world."
game in order to put it all togeth"Josh wanted to stay close to er. I know from talking to coach
home, and his heart was set on Hunt, chipping
and putting are
Murray State," said Burks' head
two things he really has his kids
coach."He could have entertained
practice."
other offers, hut Murray is where
"I'm going to go out to Miller
he really wanted go."
Golf Course) and real(Memorial
Burks had an even par averfiguring
ly
start
out those green,
age through four years of school.
even though he played on the said Burks, who will now play
Laker team for five years. He his home matches at MSU's
was winner of the Paducah Tilgh- home course after playing a
man Invitational, and represent- majority of his golf at The Oaks
ed CCHS as an individual in 2001. Country Club. "I'm looking forHutching added that one of ward to college golf, and l'm
Burks' greatest strengths, his dis- really excited about getting out
tance off the tee, will prove ben- there and learning that golf
eficial for him in college.
course."

Domercant gone; Panthers look for new leadership
CHARI
TON. III. (API -Henry Domercant is gone after a
record-breaking
career at Eastern Illinois, leaving - coach Rick
Samuels
with
two
returning
,talicis and a host in questions.
-1 think we're eoing to have

some surprises." says Samuels. who
begins his 24th season as the Panthers' coach :with a career record
of 342-323.
Domercant was the nation's No.
2 scorer last season. averaging
27.9 points per game. He ended
his college career with eight new
school- records, including the career
scoring record of 2,602 points.

"The go-to guy is gone. Someone new will have to develop...
Samuels said. "It's an Opportunity for new players to come into
their own."
The Panthers, who last made
the NCAA tournament in 20(H.
were 14-15 overall and 9-7 in the
Ohio Valley Conference last season. They're picked to finish ninth

in the conference this season.
"We arc the unknown." Samuels
said. "Our opponents don't know
what to expect, which I think is
going to be good."
Seniors Jesse Mackinson and .
David Roos are the only returning starters.
Mackinson, a 6-8 center, was
the team's third-leading scorer and

No. 2 rebounder last season and
started all 29 games.
Roos, a 6-5 forward, made eight
starts and averaged four points per
game.
Junior college transfers Derik
Hollyfield, a 6-3 guard, and Aaron
Patterson, a 6-6 forward, should
make an immediate impact. Samuels
said.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Sophomore setter Nikki Wong
was named to the All-Ohio Valley Conference Second Team for
the second year in a row.
Sophomore outside hitter Paige
Sun and freshman outside hitter
Lilli Zhan were named to the AllOVC Honorable
Mention Team.
Zhan was also
named to the
OVC All-Freshman Team.
Voting was
RACERS
done by the
league's volleyball coaches. Coaches could not vote for their own
players.
Wong led the league for most
of the season in assists per game,
finishing the regular season at the
top with 12.51' per game. She
ranked sixth in attack percentage
at .287. and had two triple-doubles this season (against OVC rivals
Eastern Kentucky and Southeast
Missouri), twice as many as the
rest of the conference, bringing
her career total to six.
In conference-only statistics, on
which the voting was based, she
still led the OVC with 13.37 assists
per game.
Sun led the league throughout
most of the season in kills per game,
closing out the regular season on
top with 4.67 kills per game. She
ranked fifth in attack percentage
at .290 and eighth in digs with
4.04 digs per game. She had 20
double-doubles in 26 matches this
season.
In conference-only statistics, she
ranked second in kills per game
at 5.15 kpg, was sixth in attack
percentage at .316 and ninth with
4.11 digs per game.
Zhan ranked third in the OVC
in attack percentage at .351. In
conference-only statistics, she led
the league in that category at .375,
and was 10th in - kills with 3.82
kills per game.
Murray State (15-11), the No.
6 seed in the OVC Championship
Tournament, opens postseason play
on Thursday at 6 p.m. CT against
No. 3 Southeast Missouri (11-18).
The tournament is being played
at Morehead State University.
The winner of that Thursday
match plays No. 2 Jacksonville
State (23-7) on Friday at 6 p.m.
CT. The championship match will
be played on Saturday at noon
CT.

Magic's Rivers becomes first coaching casualty

Doc Rivers

PHOENIX i Pi - The worst
--start -in the I 5-year history of the.
Orlando :Magic cost Doc. Rivers
his job. the first coaching casualty of an NBA season that has
barely begun.
Only a few hours after Rivers
talked to reporters about how management has stuck behind him, he
was fired and replaced by assistant coach Johnny Davis.
"We need to start making some
progress." Orlando's chief operating officer. John Weisbrod, said
before the tennfc-- workout Tuesday in Phoenix. "We don't have

a team that should he lapping the
field or. leading _the _EasL_b.ut,we
certainly, feel we have a group
that is better than 1-10. and we
need to get more out of our guys."
General manager John Gabriel
delivered the news late Monday
night in a meeting at the team's
hOtel. in . Salt Lake City following
the Magic's 90-88 loss to Utah.
Assistant coach Dave Wohl also was
fired.
Rivers flew home to Florida.
and the Magic traveled to Phoenix,
where they will play the Suns- on
Thursday.

"It is part of sports," Rivers a tremendous job of helping mc we're happy with the decision:"
salt1.:'1 thought .I. had .a.kood run become the player that I am, the
Juwan Howard had been one
here. Things just didn't work out person Vat I am.
751 Rivers most vocal supporters
in the end. Maybe.the players need
Still, McGrady indicated the on the team.
to hear another voice.".
team needs the changes that Davis
"Of course it hurts me personThe Magic won their season .will bring.
ally because he was a big reason
opener but then lost 10 straight
"J.D. is a laid-back coach. He I came. here," Howard said. "The
games. the NBA's worst record teaches the game from an indi- coaches will 'always be the ones
this season.
vidual standpoint. one-on-one." who have to go first. We're the
- pretty much hadan idea that McGiady said. "If - you- make a ones who are out there performit was going to go down. I just mistake, he's real calm 'abut it. ing. We didn't get the job done."
didn't know when." Orlando star He's not the kind of guy that realMuch of the Magic's troubles
Tracy McGrady said. "For .the most ly yells and screams at the top of stem from the loss of Grant Hill,
part. it's a pretty sad day for me his lungs:
limited to just 47 games in, threebecause over the years I've grown
"He's been around awhile. He's plus seasons because of a stress
close to Doc. He came in and did •been-around- longer-than Doc, so fracture in his left -ankk: —

•

Last weekend. the equine program at Murray State University was well represented, as the stock team was
--named High Point Team on two of its three days of
competition. This year's team, comprised of 33 riders,
also succeeded in earning the top spot in the region
with their wins. Two of the highlights for the Murray
State stock team included juniors Erin Marquis, left,
and neAnn Ital. They -led the team by-taking home both
the individual awards of High Point Rider and Reserve
High Point Rider on two of the three days.

CCMS girls spilt
at South Marshall
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
DRAFFENVILLE. Ky. — Calloway County Middle School's
seventh and eighth grade girls'
basketball teams
split a pair of
games Tuesday at
South Marshall
Middle School.
Lady
The
eighth
Laker
graders blasted South Marshall 4216 to improve to 3-0 on the season.
Kayla Cunningham paced the
Calloway victory with 16 points.
four rebounds and four assists.
Megan Starks followed with 10
points and four rebounds, while

Shelby Webb tossed in six points.
Alex Norsworthy recorded four
points and four steals. Whitney
Jones had three points and Jennifer Vinson added two for the
junior Lady k-akers, who led 257 at halftime and cruised in the
second half to claim the victory.
In the seventh grade game, Calloway Middle fell 35-30 after leading the Lady Marshals for all but
the fourth quarter.
Kara Jones scored 25 points to
lead the Lady Lakers. Tiffany Govern followed with five points for
CCMS, which fell to 0-3 on the
season.
Both teams return to the floor
on Thursday with a home doubleheader against North Marshall
Middle School.

OAKLAND. Calif.(AP) — The
Oakland Athletics traded left-hander Ted Lilly to the Toronto Blue
Jays on Tuesday for outfielder
Bobby Kielty.
The A's also will get $10,000
or a minor league player to he
named in the latest moneysaving
shuffle of their small-murket ros-ter.
Lilly went 12-10 with a 4.34
ERA and 147 strikeouts as the
Athletics' fourth starter last sea
son.
Lilly was 6-1 with a 2.06 ERA
in his final seven starts of the
regular season while emerging as
the most consistent starter in Oakland's powerful rotation during the
team's drive to the AL West title.
"It's not a painless trade, because
Ted was a major part of this club,"
A's general manager Billy Beane
said. "He's going to be a difficult
guy to replace, but just like everything we do here, we have to sort
of mix and ,match."
.was: surprised _by
.....__Thatigh
the'irade, he looked forward ,to
being a key member of the Blue
Jays' revamped rotation behind Cy
Young winner Roy Halladay. Earlier Tuesday, Toronto signed righthander Pat Hentgen.
"You never know in this game.
I've come to realize that," Lilly
said. "It's part of the business of
baseball.. I don't believe they did.--n't like —me. Each club thought
they could improve. Oakland
-thought they would, improve their
club by adding Kielty. It's cer-
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ELAINE THOMPSOWAPToronto right fielder Bobby
Kielty was traded to the Oakland Athletics for left-hander
Ted Lilly on Tuesday. The A's
will also get cash or a player to be named later.

tainly something you learn not to
take personal."
Kielty hit .244 with 13 homers
and 57 RBIs last season with
Toronto and Minnesota. The Twtns
traded him to the Blue Jays on
July 16 for Shannon Stewart.
Kielty has 27 home runs, 117
RBIs and a .367 on-base percentage in thr- major leaguee--ceasons — and he's exactly the type
of disciplined hitter favored by
the A's.

[
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letter.
Taylor became interim head
coach in 2002, then permanent
head coach this season.
He made a deal with coach
Antwyne Golliday of Cahokia High
near the end of a game Oct. 25:
Cahokia, which had a big lead,
would be allowed to score again,
uncontested, and then Southeast
quarterback Nate Haasis would
meet no resistance on the recordbreaking pass.
Haasis completed the pass, giving the senior 5.006 yards for his
career and a conference record.
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Tuesday's Games
Cleveland 103, L.A Clippers 95
Detroit 106, L.A Lakers 96
New Orleans 88, New Jersey 85
Atlanta 101, Milwaukee 93
Minnesota 89, Denver 76
San Antonio 94, Golden State 81
Phoenix 95, Chicago 82
Miami 105, Seattle 98
Wednesday's Games
New Orleans at Boston. 6 p m
Cleveland at Washington, 6 p m
Philadelphia at Toronto, 6 p.m.

Illinois coach who conspired
to break record steps down
SPRINGFIELD. III. (AP) — A
high school football coach resigned
three weeks after making a deal
with the opposing team to allow
his quarterback to complete a
record-setting pass.
The Springfield School Board
accepted the resignation of Southeast High coach Neal Taylor on
a 6-0 vote Monday. Taylor will
continue to teach science at a middle school in the district.
-1 am getting no support from
the administration at SEHS, so I
feel it is the best time to tender
my resignation." Taylor said in a
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cE TICKETS FORM
A
Justin Work Boots
Lace-Up & Slip-On
Queensland Outback Dusters
Oil Skin Full Length .....

Every player wili receive:

1 3000
Wrangler Henley Long Sleeve Shirls2
Pockets
Front
With
Wrangler Western Shirts
With Snaps
Saddle Barn Hand
7999
$
Tooled Chink Chaps Reg. Value 5250

• Reversible Upward Basketball jersey
• Upward Basketball t-shirt
• Upward Basketball Winner Magazine
• Individual awards after each practice and game
• An end of the year award

Register At
Baptist Church
Deadline Is Nov. 24
Cost Per Child: $38

Poplar Spring

Every player MUST attend evaluations.
They will take place at the
Poplar Spring Family life Center
as follows:
lit and 2nd Grade Boys/Giris
Thursday, November 201h,
between 6:30 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.
3rd and 4th Grode Boys/Girls
Friday, November 21st,
between 630 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.
5ifi and 6th Grade Boys/Girls
Monday, November 24th,
between 6:30 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.

Is An Ugly, Stained Roof Spoiling The
Appearance Of Your Home or Business?

Wrangler 20X Jeans
Spurs With Silver
Overlay With Straps

All Types of Ropes &

Piggin Strings Available

For More Information Call
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
(270) 436-2564
or visit
wvAv.poplarspringbaptistchurch.com

Griggs Roof Stain Removal
In Association With American Roof-Brite

(270)748-5449
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Paris Landing State Park Inn
& Conference Center
invites you to enjoy

IS NOW OFFERING A

FREE WINTERIZATION CHECK

Thanksgiving at the Lake

MAKE SURE YOUR CAR'S ANTIFREEZE

l'hildren ages 4-10 $5.50 plus drink & tax. l'nder age 4 eai 1.ree

IS SET FOR THE WINTER!

Serving Hours: 11 a.m. ti!8 p.m.

OFFER INCLUDES:
*TESTING COOLANT .CHECKING RADIATOR
*CHECKING THERMOSTAT OPERATION
(Offer Good With This Coupon Thru 11/29/03)

CALL 753-5315 FOR YOUR APPOINTMENT

BRANDON

j_yu.

WORLD'

yl
1300 121 N. BY—PASS • MURRAY, KY
12701753-5315 —(800)455-5315....a
........

.%
Turkey & Dressing-w/Gibkt
Chef Caned Buffalo w/Au Jus
Chef Carved Ham - Southern Fried Catfish
Succulent Fried Chicken
Chef Carved Roast Beef

Green Beans
Sweet Potato Casserole
Creamed Potatoes - Shoepeg Corn
Baked Apples

Cranbern Stt1,4,d
Crahmein Sohui
Green Pea Salad -

I

\ OP Fell 1)i

l'uddoh;
110inerihia,
Hoinentade(ie f4P1(
Fresh Apple Ca1,
,inil a wide assortment iit pies.

Group Reservations for 4 & up will be in the downstairs meeting rooms and are a% ailable for 1:00 p.m & 3:00 p.m. Please call 731-642-4311 for more information.
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Bush defends war in Iraq in state visit
against inaction.
By The Associated Press
"The hope that danger has passed
LONDON (AP) — Welcomed to
•
Britain with royal pageantry and a is comforting, is understanding. and
smattering of anti-war protesters. it is false." he said. "These terrorists
President Bush on Wednesday target the innocent and they kill.by
defended the war in Iraq, saying the thousands. And they would, if
military might must at times be used they gain the weapons they seek, kill
to confront the continuing, global by the millions and not he finished.
... The evil is in plain sight. The dandanger of terrorism.
"In some cases, the measured use ger only increases with denial."
Earlier, Queen _Elizabeth II and
of force is all that protects us from a
-effaotirworld ruled by force," Bush Prince'Philip gave a royal salute to
told
academics gathered
at the American leader, greeting Bush
at Buckingham Palace.
Whitehall Palace.
As ceremonial cannon blasts
During a 3 I/2-day state visit
here. Bush was seeking to puncture from a 41-gun salute shook the
what he views as misconceptions on palace, Bush andThis wife. Laara.
this side of the Atlantic about moved down a receiving line with
the queen and prince, greeting Prime
America's use of force in Iraq.
"There are principled objections Minister Tony Blair. Foreign
to the use of force in every genera- Secretary Jack Straw and a phalanx
tion and I credit the motives behind of military officers in formal dress.
these views," Bush said, mindful of Bush and the prince then inspected a
the bitter oPposmon among many in column of Coldstream Guards, with
Britain and across Europe to the their trademark gray coats and tall,
furry black hats.
U.S.- and British-led war in Iraq.
Buckingham Palace. the queen's
But, he added: "Those in author-ity,-howeVer, amjior judged only by -Loridon-residence, also -was a focal
good Motivations. The people have point fQr demonstrators bitterly
given us the duty to defend them and opposed to the Iraq war. They gatli
that -Ably 'sometimes requires -the erect behind -metal-- barriers
AP Photo
Wednesday, watched by large numviolent restraint of violent men."
Black Hawk helicopters patrols the area in Saddam Hussein 's
He invoked the Sept. 11, 2001, bers of yellow-jacketed police offihometown of Tikrit. north of Baghdad, Wednesday. Two Black
_
terrorist attacks in America to warn cers.
Hawks were believed to have been shot down by insurgents in
Tikrit in recent weeks, triggering U.S. military crackdowns
against suspected anti-coalition groups.

U.S. military pounds Iraqi
targets with 1-ton bombs
BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) — The
.S. Air Force used some of the
largest weapons in its - inventory to
attack targets in central Iraq in an
escalating crackdown on suspected
guerrilla strongholds, the military
said today.
A pair of DM-pound satelliteguided bombs were dropped late
Tuesday near Baqouba, 30 miles
northeast of Baghdad, on "camps
suspected to have been used for
bomb-making,- said Maj. Gordon
Tate. a spokesman- for -the- 4th
Infantry
Near the northern city of Kirkuk,
fighter-boMbers dropped 1.000pound bombs on "terrorist targets,"
he said without elaborating.
It ‘k.a unclear whether the
,iirstrikes caused • any casualties.
Tate said.
The military said the bombings
were part of Operation Iron
Hammer. the new aggressive tactic
of initiating attacks against insurgents before they strike. .
Insrirgents fired on a U.S. supply
cony ov north of Samara on
witnesses
Wed nesday.
said.
American ton ps returning fire
killed Iwo Iraqis, including a
teenager. the witnesses said.
There was no confirmation from
the t S. military'. hut the sounds of
!,:tinfire could be heard during a
telephone conversation with wit-

MSU recital
set tonight

the president greeted dignitaries. •
In. his 'speech. Bush s-utitly
invoked Europe's history of
appeasement of dictators, reminding
his audience of the critical work the
Allies did to set postwar Germany
on the path to democracy — and
-thanking the British for their help in
setting Iraq on a different course.
"Let us tie% er forget how
Europe's unity was achieved." he
said. -Iffeether our • nations- are-standing and sacrificing-..: iiva distant land at this very hour.. With as many as 100_,000_people
preparing to march through London
Thursday to protest the Iraq war and
occupation. Bush acknowledged
"good-faith disagreements in your
country and mine over the course
AP Photo and timing of military action in
U.S. President George W. Iraq."
But he warned against breaking
Bush looks over to Britain's
the coalition's _commitment to see
Queen Elizabeth II as they
view the Royal Collection of Iraq through to a stable democrat.....
"The failure of democracy in Iraq
American memorabilia in the
would throw its people hack into
Gallery
at
Picture
misery and turn that country over to
Buckingham Palace today in
terrorists who wish to destroy us,"
London.
he said. "Yet democracy will sucBra though the fight -crowd of- _ceed_haraq because our will isfirm._
protesters was--kept several dozen our word is good and the Iraqi peoyards from the gates. their chants ple will not surrender their free-.
could be heard inside the grounds as dom."

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
prese1z15 lb/musical drama .

-Mtirray State-University will
host a recital by noted soprano
and composer Deborah Kavasch
tonight at 8 p.m. in the
Performing Arts Hall on MSU's
campus.
Kavasch will perform an original
work
"Fables
and
Fantasies," and will be accompanied by Murray State faculty
members Scott Locke, clarinet,
and Randall Black, tenor, as well
as student Christopher Yoo on
bass clarinet.
Kavasch is currently a professor of music theory, composition
and voice at California State
University-Stanislaus.
The redital is free and open to
the public. For more information
contact the department of music
at 762-4288.

power to Iraqis.
The statement, which appeared
Wednesday in the Web edition of
the London-based newspaper AlHayat, said the new U.S. timetable
for handing over sovereignty "will
not influence the nature of the confrontation and its course set forth
by the Iraqi resistance."
"Those who occupy Iraq, be it
through multinational forces under
whatever arrangements, will be
treated as occupiers that should be
legal targets for resistance,- the
statement said.
.
Police said Wednesday that two
policemen viere wounded the day
before when assailants tossed a
grenade at a police station in the
northern city of Mosul.
Also, a roadside bomb went off
in the southern city of Basra as a
British civilian convoy was passing
by, damaging a vehicle, British
spokesman Maj. Hisham Halawi
said.
The Tropics Tanning Salon will
On Tuesday night, U.S. forces
host its first "Two Cans' to Tan"
again targeted an abandoned dye
food drive on Thursday from 8 a.m.
factory in southern Baghdad that
to 8 p.m.
was hit twic'e last week by artillery
Customers bringing in two or
and airstrikes. Aerial attacks also
more non-perishable food items
were reported on orchards and
will be allowed to tart once for free.
empty farmland surrounding the
New and existing customers are
military base on Baghdad's western
welcome. No appointment necesoutskirts.
sary.
In recent days. U.S. forces have
The canned food items will be
used heavy artillery, battle tanks,
donated to Needline.
attack helicopters, F-16 fighter\team% hue. gunmen assassinat- bombers and AC-130 gunships to
ed a liical Iraqi official in the south- pound targets throughout central
ern it it of Diwaniv al). authorities Iraq, including Tikrit. Baqouba and
sdi,t ‘kedrie•qta‘ ((mud Kadhim. Fallujah.
the hchication Ministr‘'s director
rcrier,rl iii Diwanivah province.
\1,1Nceirried down iuesila
a mMWE HAVE THE SOLUTION
istrY spokesmanin the capital said.
For All Your Insurance Needs
;Lien il las have warned they will
assassinate Iraqis collaborating
iths cupatiim authorities..
•
\rahic language newspaper.
provides coverage for:
ineamk Mk. published a statement
• Life Insurance
• Farmers
sreriel hr Saddam Hussein's out• Automobiles
• Health (Group & Individual
rd Baath Party declaring that
• Homeowners
• Workers Compensation
it riled resistance wonld cm mtinue
• Commercial
• Medicare Supplements
• Bonds
• Long-Thrm Care
(lesrue plans by the I. ".S -led coali• Motorcycles
• Ii 11 and L•hief administrator L. Paul
Ft rerner :t:celerate the transfer of
BEL-AIR CENTER • MURRAY• 753-4751

Two Cans to
Tan drive held

[HE GOSPEL. ACCORDING TO

SCROOGE
7Pm Nightly
Friday, December 5th
Saturday, December 6th
Sunday, December 7th

Subscribe
Today!

The Murray Insurance Agency

FREE ADMISSION
2771 Highway 94E, Murray
(270) 753-6695 • HopeHarborChurch.com

WE'RE GOING OUT OF BUSINESS!
50% OR MORE OFF STOREWIDE
Great Time To Shop
For Christmas!!!

Men's Knits $14.99
Men's Warm-ups $39.99
Ladies Jogging Suits $49.99

All Gift
Certificates
Must Be
Redeemed by
)-

402 Main Street - Murray - 753-2472

Group of Ladies Blouses $49.99

aft Wrapping, No FlAchanges, No Behinds
Arrro‘ al... No ‘11vratton..
(h..k, Credit Card OM'.

Selection of Ladies Slacks $39.99
Group of Ladies Sportswear $9.99
Young Men's Tee's $9.99
Group of Boys Wear $7.99

Mon. thru Sat. 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Health
Center for Health &
Wellness offering
Holiday Kid Fit program

•
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A push to better diagnose, treat lung killer

By LAURAN NEERGAARD
Center said as he taught use of the other risk factors include exposure
Indeed, quitting smoking and
AP Medical Writer
machine, called a spirometer, at a to certain pollutants, including sec- taking part in pulmonary rehabilitaWASHINGTON
(AP) — medical meeting last week.
ond-hand smoke, and repeated tion and oxygen therapy for lateMillions of Americans at risk for a
Simply take a deep breath and childhood respiratory infections.
stage disease "are the only things
breath-robbing disease leave the then exhale as hard and long as you
COPD's lung damage is irre- that increase life" for COPD
doctor's office every year not know- can into the mouthpiece, like blow- versible, but quitting smoking will patients, adds Dr. William Bailey of
ing they missed out on, a simple test ing out lots of birthday candles. The dramatically cut worsening — and the University of Alabama,
Are the children bored, looking for some fun, healthy activity?
that could tell if their lungs have, machine automatically. anaLyze
learning. youi lungs already are Bimiingham.
Holiday
Kid
event
Wellness
is
offering
a
for
Health
&
The Center
whether your lung capacity is nor- damaged can be a powerful motivabegun scarring and dying.
Yet insurance often doesn't cover
on Friday. Nov. 28 from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. Children in grades third, fourth,
mal for your age and size. Insurance tor.
Just
breathing
little
into
a
pulmonary
rehab, and hospitals
and fifth (ages 9-12) can participate in supervised activities such as
machine can diagnose the nation's covers the $30 test.
But damage usually is advanced increasingly decide it's too costly to
swimming and gym activities. Snacks will be available.
Diagnosis is only the first hurdle. before symptoms appear. When offer, says Dr. Brian Carlin of
No. 4 killer, called chronic obstruc"We are starting new healthy holiday traditions for your family," said
tive pulmonary disease, Or COPD,a Sadly, many patients don't get the shortness of breath.does hit, patients Allegheny General Hospital in
Keene Miller, Director of the Center for Health & Wellness.
term that encompasses the lung right treatment, either. While there's at first shrug it off as a sign of aging Pittsburgh. His hospital is among
Kids Zone will be opening during the evening and will be staffed to
destruction of emphysema and no cure, there are ways to help or poor fitness, further delaying a those that don't offer it.
— -- cover ages six weeks to eight years old.
patients preserve their remaining lung check — and most see prichronic bronchitis.
But, "if you want to be able to
Half of the 24 million people lung capacity and feel better day-to- mary-care physicians who seldom walk across the room, you better
The evening of fun and fitness for the kids is $10 for two hours or $20
thought to have COPD don't know day.
own spirometers anyway.
exercise," says Pam DeNardo, 59,
for the entire evening. Center for Health & Wellness members receive a
"This is a disease ... that has a
it. Few patients are diagnosed until
So the American Thoracic of St. Charles, Ill., who has staved
discount.
they've lost more than half their very, very negative image," laments Society is pushing to increase off worsening of her COPD for four
Pre-registration is required for the evening. To find out more informalung function and are left breathless Dr. Sonia Buist of Oregon Health & spirometer access-, and writing years thanks to quitting smoking,
tion about Holiday Kid Fit at the Center for Health & Wellness, call 270merely crossing a room. And deaths Science University. "Pitifully little guidelines that will call for anyone taking medication and rehab.
762-1 FIT.
are rising, more than 119,000 a year. is understood about it in the public. at risk to be tested.
For years, DeNardo dismissed
"The tools we have available can
Now there's a move to have
Once diagnosed, patients need shortness of breath as asthma until,
patients treated sooner, by getting make life better," she adds. both medication and pulmonary during her bout of pneumonia, a
lung-testing machines once used "They're simply not being used."
rehabilitation. Rehab teaches them doctor diagnosed COPD. She'd
only by specialists into family docHealthy lungs are elastic, inflat- to breathe like athletes, pulling the already lost half her lung capacity.
tors' offices — and having those pri- ing and deflating *like balloons as most air out of their lungs without She doesn't look sick, but steps
mary-care- physicians test every at- they take in oxygen andleMove ear- 'exhaling sd fast that airways col- make her gasp and, with her
risk person who comes in the door.
bon dioxide. With COPD, that elas- lapse before stale air gets out.
enlarged lungs, it's hard to bend
Who's at risk? Smokers and ex- ticity gradually erodes until the
Rehab also teaches them special over.
smokers in their 40s, and anyone lungs can't deflate fully. Patients exercises to strengthen muscles cruStill, "I feel so much better after
with shortness of breath, an unex- need deeper and deeper breaths to cial for lung performance, counter- I exercise and get all that bad air out
plained prolonged cough 'or get air into the remaining healthy ing patients' self-destructive tenden- of my lungs."
portion, even as trapped stale air cy to quit moving as breathing gets
increased phlegm.
The bottom line: "The-test-is—balloons the lungs until they fill the harder.
Lauran Neergaarrl covers health
WASHINGTON (AP)— There's will die of cancer this year, the
"If pulmonary rehabilitation and medical issues for The
sobering
news from the cancer front: nation's second-leading killer after - easy, and you should do it," Dr. diaphragm and deep breaths become
be
were a drug, it would be a best seil- Associated Press in Washington.
Barry Make of Denver's National physically impossible.
Deaths appear to be leveling off heart disease. Some 1.3 million will .lewish
.Smoking is the main cause, but er," Make says.
Medical and Research
after several years of decline: For be diagnosed-with cancer. --- - --•
Death rates for the four most
several types of cancer, black
patients are increasingly Jess likely common cancers — lung, breast,
prostate and colorectal — still are
to survive than whites.
And many states are lagging in declining for all but one group, JERIANNE STRANGE
common bedbug is about one-quarThey feed on humans," Rich across the country."
proven methods to fight the most women with lung cancer. Lung can- The News-Enterprise
ter inch in length. The wingless said. "And the nymphs (young
Bedbugs are wreaking havoc in
common tumors, says the nation's cer deaths are increasing by just
ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky. (AP) pests are reddish-brown, with flat bugs) can go four months between apartment complexes, dormitories
annual report on cancer. Sixteen under 1 percent a year among both — "Good night, sleep tight. Don't oval-shaped bodies.
feedings, if necessary. The adults and other community living strucDuring the day,the critters prefer can go eight."
tures, and they're making their way
let the bedbugs bite."
states spend less than $1 per person katite and black women.
When their bellies are full, the into single-family homes as well.
It's a phrase many parents have to hide in the folds, seams, cracks
Most striking are the racial dison tobacco control — far less than
"They'll easily travel from one
the $5 to $10 per person recom- parities. By 2000, death rates for said to their children at bedtime, a and crevices of bed frames and mat- creatures are bright red in color.
tress springs. The small cracks and
can take up to six times their apartment to another," Hunt said.
mended — even though smoking is Vhites were substantially lower than pleasant little singsong ritual, said crevices near the floor, especially They
weight in blood.
"They're very hard to treat."
with a smile and a gentle hug.
the leading cause of lung cancer, the those for blacks — and the gap
along baseboards, are also prime
When a bedbug bites, it injects
Bedbugs have stink glands that
Until now.
top cancer killer. Screening for appears to be widening in breast and
It seems the small parasites are real estate for the uninvited tenants. saliva into the host, which can cause leave a distinct odor, which can help
breast and colorectal cancer varies colorectal cancer.
making a big comeback, and the But when the going gets tough, extreme itching and large welts on pest-control folks know what
Although breast cancer incidence bloodsuckers have been found in they'll be just as content taking the skin.
they're up against and how best to
widely, too.
cover in furniture, behind picture
The good news: Bedbugs aren't wage war. The bad news: Bedbugs
"The progress against cancer is 16 percent higher in white Hardin County.
"We thought they were basically frames or loose wallpaper. They've known to transmit any disease or ill- have stink glands that leave a discontinues to be mixed," said Dr. women, black women are far more
Michael Thun of the American likely to die. Indeed, while breast gone," said Shawn _Rich, CEO of even been known to congregate in ness. The bad news: Female bed- tinct odor that can be overwhelming
E'town Exterminating. "But we've electric switch plates and in tele- bugs lay between 200 and,00-egs—m an infestation.
Cancer Society, who co-authored the cancer death rates dropped 2.5 per- already had 10 calls this year."
phone handsets.
in their short lifetimes. The nymphs
Experts say the first step in evictreport, published Tuesday in the cent a year for white women during
Once the lights go out, and usual- must have a blood meal to grow.
ing the pest is to try and figure out
Across the United States, the
the 1990s . death rates dropped just 1 pests had all but disappeared ly long after heads hit the pillows
Journal of the
In addition to the bites, small where they came from. Next, thorpercent a year for black women.
Institute.
through the 1950s and '60s. But (experts say the bugs are most active splotches of blood-like matter found oughly vacuum the entire area,
Similarly, black men and women now, with more people traveling just before dawn), the dinner bell on sheets are an indication of bed- including the cracks, crevices and
Instead of awaiting the next anticancer discovery, the report shows are more at risk of getting and dying overseas, increased immigration and rings and it's a full-body buffet for bugs. The matter is fecal discharge seams on mattresses and box
from the insect.
springs. Immediately discard the
states how to better target programs of colorectal cancer than whites — "softer" pesticides, bedbugs are bit- the bedbugs.
A bedbug's mouthparts are
Hunt,
who
recently
attended
a
vacuum bag and launder all bedding
ing
again.
aren't
being
and
through
the
1990s,
white
surproven to save lives that
"Bedbugs are being brought into shaped into an elongated snout-like national conference of pest-control in the hottest water possible.
offered equally across the country, vival improved more than that of the Unites States by people who trunk. When it's not in use, it's specialists in Dallas, said the creaA costly mistake many people
black patients.
he said.
have been in areas where the bugs tucked under the insect's body. tures were a buzzword among the make is throwing away a mattress or
That "would suggest perhaps the have not been eradicated," said Pat When a bug is ready to feed, the experts.
"There are substantial opportunibox spring and moving the furni'They feel like we're being ture, because the bedbugs will run
ties in applying what we already black population is not receiving the Hunt, co-owner of Allpest Chemical proboscis is extended and the interknow," Thun said. Yet "because of same benefit from early detection Co. in Elizabethtown."And the pes- nal stylets (think needles) are thrust invaded,' she said. "The consensus for cover behind other furniture or
is that it's a growing problem all hard-to-reach spots.
the state budget crises, programs and treatment as the white popula- ticides we're using today just aren't into the skin of a host.
like tobacco-control programs are tion," said CDC epidemiologist strong enough to kill them."
Bug experts want people to know
being cut at a critical time, when Hannah Weir.
one thing: Bedbugs are real, and
While socio-economic factors they pose a problem.
there's terrific opportunity for
progress."
play a role, scientists cal yet fully
Amy Aldenderfer, a Hardin
November is Diabetes Awareness Month.
Death rates for all cancers had explain the gap.
County cooperative extension agent,
and for good reasons. Diabetes has reached
Let Us Help You With Your Holiday Shopping
been inching down by about 1.4 per- Then researchers examined said many people aren't aware bedepidemic proportions and especially alarmbugs are actual creatures that have
cent a year through the mid-1990s. states.
ing is the rate of diabetes among children.
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
By 2010, the government wants caused more than a few nightmares
But by 2000 that decline seems to
The Center For Disease Control and
through
the
the
early
1900s
from
have leveled off. It's at least partly no more than 12 percent of the pop- early 1960s.
Prevention recently predicted that at least one
• Haircare• Massage Therapy•Facials •Sugaring
in three American children born in the year
due to a statistical quirk — a change ulation to smoke. Utah is closest to
• Manicures• Pedicures
"They are more than a verse in a
2000 will develop diabetes sometime in their
in how cancer deaths are recorded that goal, with 13.3 percent of adults nighttime rhyme," she said.
An
Aamed One of America's Fastest Growing Salons
lifetime. Type 2 diabetes could become the
that mean fewer were being missed who smoke — and the fewest deaths
So just what is a bedbug? Lee
most widespread and potentially devastating
AVE DA
from lung cancer. At the other Townsend, an entomologist at the
in national counts starting in 1999.
disease to attack American children since
1311 Johnson Blvd.• Murray fo 270-767-0760
Still, "we're seeing perhaps a extreme is Kentucky, where 30.9 University of Kentucky, said the
Concept Salon
polio. We know that type 2 diabetes is a
slowing of the decline," said Brenda percent of adults light up — and the
lifestyle disease - a body fat disease Edwards of the National Cancer lung cancer death rate is the nation's
caused by too much inactivity and too much
Institute, which co-authored the highest.
high-calorie food. So,how do we bring things
The CDC recommends that states
report with the cancer society and
under control without some fancy sounding
Centers for Disease Control and spend $5 to $10 per person on tobacdiet or "diet food"? I like to think in terms of
Prevention. "It gives us pause."
co control. Kentucky spends just 84
what I can have, rather than what I can't
An estimated 556,500 Americans cents a person.
have. If you put the good foods in, you'll naturally eliminate some of the bad ones. Here at
Der Dutch Merchant we have a great variety
of nut and seed butters that have no added
sugars or hydrogenated fats. They include nat.
oral or organic peanut butter, zero carb
pumpkin seed butter and zero carb soy nut
butter. Start the day with some Ezekiel 4:9
bread. This is a flourless, sprouted whole gram
bread, rich in complex carbohydrates which we
carry in three varieties. Spread with some delicious pumpkin seed butter for protein and
you have a good start without a lot of empty
carbohydrates. You can have your fruit sucfs?.
frozen organic blueberries in a cup of soy
After all these years, prove to
yogurt for a nutritious snack. We Aso have
them you really did know
Old Fashioned Oatmeal. Add a few organic
what you were talking about.
raisins, some fresh Dutch Merchant cinnamon. and a touch of our local honey or maple
Your Shelter agent can help
syrup and - wow - you are read!, for the
prepare your new graduate
day. We just got in a new shipment of black
for what lies ahead.
mission figs-try a few figs with a handful ot,t4
out raw almonds and you'll never miss candy
Then don't overlook supplementation We
have - products that are helpful in balancing
blood sugar levels. One very- good Tmr--rc
(Southeast of Murray — One mile off
Glucckare from Himalaya USA. It has been
clinically proven and scientifically validated
Highway 641 on the corner of the
. by many clinical studies. It helps neutralize
Green Plain and Murray Paris Roads)
cravings for sweets and helps maintain optimum body weight. It also regulates the metabJack Romaine
olism of fats and repairs and regenerates pan105 N. 12th St.
creatic beta cells. Naturally Yours, Ray
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033
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Mixed progress made
against cancer as
decline in deaths slows

Bedtime advice on bedbugs to be taken seriously

The EssentialDay Spa

The New Epidemic

21 st ANNUAL SINGING

You've depended on Shelter...
maybe it's time they did too.

GREEN PLAIN CHURCH OF CHRIST

November 21, 2003
7:00 PM

111J

3980 Murray Paris Road
Hazel, Kentucky

Pleasejoin us as we sing praises to God!

irJ
www shelterinsuronce corn

Seek Yiclier

"Sing unto the Lord..."
Psalms 30:4

in

1642 Hwy. 121 North
(270)767-0486
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Chest pain should be addressed

_

Dorm coupling is too close
for roommate's comfort

DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 50, in ing off his shirt(to the delight of the
pretty good ,shape but have been assembled customers) and giving
troubled by pain in my mid- him a cursory exam in front Of the
abdomen and sternum. I assumed meat counter, I encouraged him to
DEAR ABBY: I am a freshman
the symptom was caused by sit-ups leave his shopping can and proceed in college and live in a dorm with
and leg exercises; however, a friend directly to hospital, a mere quarter one roommate, "Mary." Mary has
suggested that I might have a hiatal mile away. He said he would if the had a boyfriend for two years. I'll
hernia. If this is pain hadn't disappeared in 10 min- call him "John." John goes to school
the cause, please utes.
a couple of
TbiS is an unsatisfactory resoluthe
explain
hours away and
affliction, its tion. I offered to call the ambulance,
visits Mary on
an option he refused. But he certainweekends once
cause and cure.
DEAR ly needed testing; heart pain is all
twice
a
or
month. This usuR E A,D E R: too often ignored or trivialized by
than the people who have it. I'd rather
ally isn't a probRather
explaining hiatal refer a patient with chest pain to the
lem for me, as 1
can plan ahead
hernia, a weak- ER and be told that his heart was
to go home for
ness in the mus- normal, and that he didn't have to be
Dr. Gott cular ring where there, than to miss a diagnosis of_ Dear Abby the weekend, or
go out with
the esophagus heart attack in progress. My patient,
friends
so Mary
By Dr. Peter joins the stom- fortunately, went to the ER and was
• By Abigail
and John can
H. Gott, M.D. ach (often lead- OK.
Van Buren
have the room to
So, while your abdominal pain
ing to heartburn
and abdominal discomfort), I'd pre- remains undiagnosed, I am uncom- themselves for a few hours.
Yesterday, on short notice, Mary
fer to encourage you to see your fortable. Check with your primary
told me that John was spending the
family physician. The pain you care physician.
And, readers in general, if you night. I frantically -tried to make
describe could have numerous causes: coronary artery spasm, ulcers, didn't get my message, let me repeat plans to be "elsewhere," but nothing
liver or gallbladder disorders, pan- it: chest pain should always be worked out. I told Mary I'd camp
creatic inflammation, and abdomi- investigated quickly when it occurs. out in our dorm lounge, but she said
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm really not to worry because John was
nal aortic aneurysm, to mention a
worried.
My testicles are much larg- dead-tired and wanted to go to sleep
and
Xtesting
few. You really need
er -than normal. They're now the right away. After he-arrived, I sat at
rays,
Of course, this type of xliscom- size of melons. I'm 65 and don't my desk doing homework on my
fort could well be the result of mus- have a doctor. What kind of special- computer and listening to music
with headphones while Mary and
cle strain from overdoing your exer- ist should I see?
DEAR READER: A urologist. John watched TV in bed._
cises. In this case, your doctor
When I glanced over at them a
should be able to diagnose such a And don't wait. Progressive testicuharmless condition by examination lar enlargement could — but not half-hour later, they were having
always — have a Serious cause, sex! I didn't know what-to do I tried
alone.
to ignore them and continue"studyis
a
such
as cancer.
sternal
pain
Abdominal and
To give you related information, ing," but it was very distracting to
medical "red flag" for both men and
I am sending you a copy of my have my roommate and her
_ _women. Get to_your doctor.
MedieaI _boyfriend "gping_at it",5 feet away._
experi_Health
._Report
personal
Here is a brief
ence that brings this message home. Specialists." Other readers who When I woke-up this morning, they
_ _ This afternoon, while grocery would like a copy should send a were doing it again! I pretended to
shopping, I was stopped by an eld-_ long, self-addressed, stamped enve- be asleep until they went to breakerly gentleman who has been my lope and $2 to Newsletter, P.O. Box fast.
Mary has never done anything to
patient for more than 20 years. He 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be sure
embarrass
me before. Talking about
title.
complained of chest pain and won- to mention the
Copyright 2003, Newspaper the incident would make me
dered what to do about it. In place of
extremely uncomfortable, but I
whipping out my stethoscope, tear- Enterprise Assn.
know something needs to be said
before John visits again. Should I
talk to Mary — or-just pretend this
nightmare didn't happen? —
ANONYMOUS ROOMIE IN A
WELL-KNOWN
COLLEGE
TOWN

Call 753-1916 and let us help you tell
the community when something
important happens with your business.
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FAT w AS BAD. PASTA WAS GOOD.
THEN PASTA vJAS BAD. FAT WAS GOOD.
mEAT wAS BAD. VEGGIES wERE GOOD.
111EN VEGGIES WERE BAD. rAEAT WAS GOOD.
NUTS GO BACK AND FORM AND BACK
AND FORTH AND BACK AND RATH...j

ONLY
OMER
HAS
OHJEN
40U
CONSISTENT,
sENSIBLE
EATINCT

"CLEAN YOUR
PLAT OR "RIEKE
WILL. BE tk10
DESSERT, 40UNG.
LADA!!"

NOT
THAT
ONE!
THE
OTHER
ONE!!

LookingBack

DEAR ROOM1E: Take the bull
by the horns. Tell Mary that
although you are open-minded,
you're not a voyeur — so in the
future, she should take that X-rated
show elsewhere. It may be embarrassing, but if you don't speak up,
the situation will become even more
embarrassing. It's your room, too,
and what your roommate did was
inappropriate and disrespectfuL
• DEAR ABBY: I am a 17-yearold boy, and I have finally found the
girl of my dreams. "Lisa" is -sweet,
kind and very cute. She's my first
love. I always want to make her
happy and I never want to be without her.
There is only one problem. I'll be
18 in a few months. Lisa is only 15
and won't be 16 until next year. I'm
afraid people will make us separate
.because I will soon be an "adult."
This just hit me and I'm out on a
limb. I love her so much. Is there
anything I can do? — SHOT IN
THE HEART
DEAR SHOT IN THE
HEART: Since Lisa's parents have
not yet objected to the agd difference, the chances are they will not
do a "180" when your birthday
arrives. However, if you are concerned about this, the wisest thing to
do would be to talk to her parents
about it.. Sometimes when you confront a problem head-on, it's not as
insurmountable as you fear.

10 years ago
Members of the Murray Fire
Department are collecting toys to
give to children on public assistance for the upcoming holidays.
Bob Perrin was named as
"Kiwanian of the Year" by the
Murray Kiwanis Club at its meeting.
.6hirley T. Johnson writes about
Cordis and Drucilla James of
Kirksey in her column, "Silver
Profiles."
Births reported include a boy to
Ginger and Robert Fulton and a girl
to Julie and James Routen, Nov. 13;
a girl to Karen and Robert Jackson
and a girl to Nancy and Peter Smith,
Nov. 15; a boy to Kim and David
Armstrong, Nov. 16.
20 years ago
•
Richard Dowdy, senior at
Calloway County High School and
son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard L.
Dowdy, and Charles Cella, senior at
Murray High School and son of Dr.
and Mrs. Charles -Cella, have been
named by their respective schools as
Top Century III leaders.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a-boy to Anita and
Richard Hall, Nov. 10; a girl to
Carolynand Dale'Dunlap and a boy
to Benita and Dan Jordan, Nov. 11.
;
a boy to Sabrina and Jeff Mathis and
a girl to Cindy and Darrell Higgins,
Nov. 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Ervie Willoughby
will< be married 50 years Nov. 23.
_
30 years Igo
In the Union County Invitational
Speech Tournament, Calloway
County_High.Schdol_placed second
and Murray High School placed
third. Seventeen schools were in

Todaylnilistory

ContractBridge
Opportunity Knocks Twice
South dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
4 A 1075
J 84 2
•8 2
+74 3
EAST
WEST
09
K
IP A 9 6
11 Q 10 7 5 3
•Q 10 7 6 5 4- •J 3
*AKQJ 1086
41.5
SOUTH
•Q J 8 6 4 3 2
•K
•A K 9
4.9 2
The bidding:
West
North East
South
Pass
20
3+
1+
4+
3•
Pass
30
40
Opening lead — five of clubs.

clubs twice, and the opening lead ii
each case was the singleton five o
clubs.
At both tables, East cashed two
high clubs, and the only difference b
the play was that at one'table Wes
discarded a low diamond at tricl
two, while at the other table Wes
discarded a low heart.
Both Easts now played a thin
foluid of Clubs, incrboth 'declarer
wisely discarded the king of heart
on the trick. As a result, both South
made the contract. But had they care
lessly ruffed the third round ofclubs
they would have been overruffed b:
West and sooner or later would hay,
lost a heart trick lo go down one.
However, the truth is that the con
tract should have been beaten at cad
table — and East was the player a
fault. Instead of playing a third clul
at trick three, East should first hayi
cashed the ace of hearts. This woult
It is said that opportunity knocks have caught South's king, and who
but once, but here is a case where East then reverted to clubs, Wes
would have scored the setting tricl
opportunity knocked twice — and
with the king of trumps.
twice went unheeded. The deal
There is no doubt that East shoulo
occurred in a 1971 team match to
determine the United States repre- have played the ace of hearts at tricl
sentative to the forthcoming world three, with or without seeing all fou
hands. But, obviously, opportunity'
team championship.
The final contract at both tables knock was so soft at both tables tha
was four spades, East having bid neither East heard it.
Tomorrow: The hidden power of a pass.
07003 King Features Syndicate Inc

eit
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Crosswords
41 Flaky
44 Single
46 Bride
in "Lohengrin"
47 Big business
52 Stationery buys
53 Confederate
general
54 Duct —
55 Eye protector
56 Thai neighbor
57 Mo. bill

ACROSS
IF CI Ft

E1TEFt c-.. r VV CI Fl S•E.CO

I DID THE ASS4G14ME NT You
&Ave. me,miss pATTeasoN

I ASKED Him TO WRITE A
SHoRT sToey WITHOUT
USING THE LETTERS 'A',
— AND HE
DIP IT;'

HE.'s A BRI&HT Boy, MRS
TE-SS1Ee
HE_ IS IN
ENGLISH,BuT He's
FAILING mATH HE.
ONLY WORKS HARD
AT THE. THINGS HE
4"-

BLiT M ATH cAN BE Ft)N! IT
CAM BE LIKE- A GAME oe A
Puza.E.I yOu OUST HAVE
To LiKIDEesTAND rfl

GodokFtFiel_coc)
DID YOU SPIT OUT YOUR
GUM,GARFIELD"›

I PUT IT IN YOUR SANINVICH
UNTIL AFTER LUNCH

1 Tool storage
5 Chatter
8 Sharp barks
12 Pump part
13 Comanche kin
14 Dog in 'Garfield"
15 Twirled
the thumbs
17 Lett
18 Merchandise ID
19 Hails a cab
20 With, to Pierre
23 Rubber tubes
26 Harangue
27 Banjo cousin
28 Rover's doc
31 Some
32 Nay sayers
34 Sean Lennon's
mom
35 Comic — Lillie
36 Feminine
pronoun
37 Neaten the
hedge
38 Like a judge
40 Bright colors
1

2

3

ABU H
BEG DEJA
UTA OV I D TAME
ONT DANIMAT I AN
Y A(BOO TIDE
EM PET
CEIR HID JEWEL
ON RUN KID AU
EDD I E BAG A S
SO132 IMY SM
EPEE EBBEE
CARNIVALS EDO
ABEE ERAS RIG
WAND NYSE SEE

R sring

1 Concorde, e.g.
2 Practical
question
3 Yale alumnus
4 Subtract
5 Ravine
6 Had for dessert
7 Motel offering
8 Caterwauls
9 Hunch
10 Sonar signal
11 Collections
16 Computer dept.
19 Retainers
5

6

7

11-19 C 2003 United Feature Syndicate Inc
20 Sheik, usually
21 Windmill part
22 New Age
singer
24 Unconventional
25 Glide downhill
8

17
1511116
19
1811
11121

23

22

24

25

10

11

111

UllU
11129

27

F)EA\NI(JIT'S$CP)

•

14

13

12

30

illIIU
32

NEVER IN ALL YOUR YEARS
OF TEACI-IING, HUH?

33
34II

ill

ill

ill

I38

39

1111111111

37III
40

III

1145

50

I52
I5

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 19,
the 323rd day of 2003. There are 42
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 19, 1863, President
Lincoln delivered the Gettysburg
Address as he dedicated a national
cemetery at the site of the Civil War
battlefield in Pennsylvania.
On this date:
In 1949, Monaco held a coronation for its new ruler, Prince Rainier
III, six months after he succeeded
his grandfather, Prince Louis II.
In 1969, Apollo 12 astronauts
Charles Conrad and Alan Bean
made man's second landing on the
moon.
In 1988, shipping heiress
Christina Onassis died in Buenos
Aires, Argentina, at age 37.
In 1997, Iowa seamstress Bobbi
McCaughey gave birth to four boys
and three girls — only the second
set of septuplets known to have
been born alive.
One year ago: An oil tanker carrying 20 million gallons of fuel oil
broke in two and sank in the
Atlantic Ocean off northwest Spain.
U.N. weapons inspectors wrapped
up a two-day visit to Iraq. The
Senate, on a 90-9 vote, approved
creation of the Department of
Homeland Security. Singer Michael
Jackson made an appearance outside his-Berlin hotel and briefly held
his youngest child, Prince Michael
II, over a fourth-floor balcony in
front of dozens of fans waiting
below.

Subscribe to the

Answer to Previous Puzzle

DOWN

4

competition at the event.
Lynn Beatty, siXth grader at
University School and daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Durwood Beatty, and
Steve Thomas, seventh grader at
Lynn Grove School and son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ken Thomas, were grand
prize winners in the bumper sticker
contest sponsored by Calloway
County Council on Drug Education.
40 years ago
Considerable damage was reported to the building of BillingtonForsee Tractor Company from a fire
Nov. 18 about 2 p.m.
Gerald T. Parker will receive his
commission as an ensign in the
United States Navy from Officers
Candidate School, Newport, R.I., on
Nov. 22. He is the son of Mrs. Anna
Parker of Murray and the husband
of the former Bronda Sue Lockhart.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Johnny Edwards,a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Russell Wright and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Theron Erwin.
SO years ago
Guy Billington of Murray has
been elected as first vice president
of Kentucky Association of
Insurance Agents at the convention
held inLciuisville.
Pvt. Leland Lawrence, son of
Mrs. Kittie Lawrence, Rt. 1, Dexter,
is serving with the United States
Army at Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.
Recpt births reported at Murray
Hospital'include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs: Ralph Wright, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. John Howell Williford, a boy
to Mr. and
Jesse Parrish_ and-a
rbt:-.y to Mr. and "Mrs. Preston
Southard.

51

j48

iUUI
53

54

56

57

hI
III

28 Meadow
rodent
29 Oklahoma
town
30 Exceeds
32 Captain's
shout
33 Midwest st.
37 Hits a peak
38 Secret supply
39 Calf-roping
event
41 Playwright
— Simon
42 Longest
arm bone
43 Clucking
sounds
45 Greek "N"
47 Down
with the flu
48 Teachers' org.
49 Edge a doily
50 LP letters
51 To date
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Home Delivery
$21.75
3 mo.
$43.50
6 mo.
$84.00
1 yr.
Local Mail
(Callowdy. Graves & Marshall

$26.50
$53.00
$91.00

3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

Rest of KY/TN
Puryear, Buchanan & Parts)

3 mo....-..-.....-...-.$66.56
$83.00
6 mo.
$116.00
1 yr.
Other Mail Subscriptions
$71.50
3 mo.
6 mo.
$88.00
$136.00
1 yr.
Check
Visa

Money Order
M/C

Name
St. Address
City
State

Zip

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with
payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call
(270) 753-1916
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Classifieds
Fax: 753-1927
Murray Ledger & Times Fair Housing Act Notice

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the test
insertion ot thew at tor arty error Murray
Ledger 8 Tomes vel be responsible tor only one
incorrect insertion Any error should be reported
,rnmediately SO Corrections can be made

DEADLINES
Monday

Fri. 11 a.m.

Tuesday

Mon. 11 a.m.

Wednesday .....
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

5 p.m.

All real estate advertised herein is sublect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act. which makes it illegal to advertise any preference hm
tuition or decrunmation based on race color. religion, sen handicap
tamilial status Of national onguy or intention to make any such pret
erences. limitations or discrimination
State Laws forbid discnnunation in the sale, rental or ads ertising of
real estate based on tailors in addition to those protected under fed
era! law
We will knowingly accept any advertising tor real estate which is in
siolation ot the law All persons are hereby iniomwd that all
dwellings ads ertoed are available man equal opportunity basis

Vied. 11 a.m.
Wed. 5 p.m.
Thur. 12 p.m

For nether assistance with Fair Housing Advertising
requirements, contact NAA Counsel Rene F Milam
,03i648-l)
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160
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Legal Notice
Notice
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Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
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Articles For Sale
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Lawn 8 Garden
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200 Sports Equipment
210 Firewood
220 Musical
260 Mobile Home Lots For Sale
270 Mobile Homes For Sale
280 Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300 Business Aentais
320 Apartments For Rent
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340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets 8 Supplies
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410 Public Sale
425 Land For Rent or Lease

430
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450
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460
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Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rant
Farms Foe Sae
Acreage
Homes For Sale
Motorcycles & ATV
Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats 4 Motors
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Tobacco 8 Supplies
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$7.50 Column Inch, 600,, Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
,411 tAd, Mu>, Run WIthin
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$2.75 per column inch extra for Monday(Shopping Guide)

PLACE YOUR LINE
THE WEBSITE

AD AND IT WILL APPEAR ON
AT NO EXTRA CHARGE.
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I
1.00 First Day -20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: S.11 per word per day.
$2.75 extra tor Shopper(Mm Classdieds go Into ShoppIng GJide' 52

t lind bus ad,
,
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Thu puhiisher rmlintains the right to reiect or edit any submitted matter

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 7534916 ask for Jill Stephens or Jennifer Jackson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
the Calloway County Clerk

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.03-CI-00055
PLAINTIFF,

INTERBAY FUNDING, L.L.C.

DWAYNE HALE OBTAINED TITLE TO THE ABOVE DESCRIBED
PROPERTY BY DEED DATED AUGUST 12, 1998, IN BOOK 293, Page
291, IN THE OFFICE OF THE CLERK OF THE CALLOWAY COUNTY
COURT.

VS.,
NOTICE OF SALE
DWAYNE HALE,JANICE HALE,
HALE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY,
DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GMC, INC.,
SOUTHERN MISSOURI FEED INGREDIENTS, INC.,
THE FEDERAL MATERIALS COMPANY,INC.,
SEAY OIL COMPANY, INC.,
RUDOLPH'S INC.,
PLT, INC., a/k/a PEOPLES LAND TITLE COMPANY,
US BANCORP AG CREDIT, INC., d/k/a FBS AG CREDIT, INC.,
JACKSON PURCHASE AGRICULTURAL CREDIT ASSOCIATION,
EASTERN LIVESTOCK CO., LLC,
THE MURRAY BANK,A FEDERAL CHARTER,
FALDER'S INC.,
DEFENDANTS
TREASURER OF CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on September 23, 2003, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on Monday, December 8, 2003, at the hour of 10:00 a.m.,
c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County,
Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows to wit:
Hale Property Real Estate
A certain parcel of land lying in Calloway County, Kentucky, and a part of the
Northwest Quarter of Section 10, Township 3, Range 4 East and bounded as
follows viz:
Beginning at the Northwest corner of yard; thence South with Spring Street
to Wadesboro and Dexter Road; thence East with said road to Wades Creek;
thence with meanders of said creek to Section Line; thence North with said
line to county line; thence West with county line to rock at A. Fulon's line;
thence Southwest with meanders of hill to beginning, containing 60 acres,
more or less.
A 11.4 acre tract of land located approximately 1-1/2 miles Southwest of
Hardin, near the Wadesboro Community of Calloway County and more particularly described as: Beginning at the Northwest corner of the property herein conveyed, said corner being a steel pin set in the East right of way of the
Tucker Road at the Southwest corner of the Hardie Lee Jackson property;
thence North 78°23' East, 809.74 feet along the Calloway/Marshall line to an
iron pin at the Northeast corner of the property herein conveyed; thence South
1°37'East, 576.69 feet along the meanders of an existing fence to a point in the
fence; thence South 49'07' West, 95.5 feet along the meanders of the existing
fence to a point in the fence; thence South 66°03' West, 420.3 feet along the
meanders of the fence to an iron pin set in the fence in the East right of way
of a 66' wide public road; thence following the meanders of an existing fence
when projected on a straight line North 58'26' West, 433.99 feet to an iron pin
set in the East right of way of the 'Ricker Road; thence North 2°17' East,
419.77 feet along the East right of way of the Tucker Road, to the point of
beginning.
LESS AND EXCEPT that tract of land conveyed by deed from Dwayne Hale
and wife, Janice Hale to Clifford Eugene Loe and wife, June Irene Lee of
record in Book 255, Page 747 in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office and
being further described as follows:
Being 10.00 acres of land and being a portion of this land described in Deed
Book 214, Page 514 of record in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office and
lying on the North side of Washer Road (66' R/W) approximately 921' East of
the intersection of said Washer Road and Robert Jackson Road in Calloway
County, Kentucky and more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a found iron pin and cap at the Southwest corner of this tract,
said iron pin being located South 89°27'31" East 919.81'from a set P.K. nail in
the intersection of Washer Road and Robert Jackson Road; thence North
02°39'42" East 849.22' to a found iron pin and cap at the Northwest corner of
this tract; thence with a severance line and the North line of this tract South
87°59'18" East 510.06'to a set iron pin and cap #2345 at the Northeast corner
of this tract; thence South 02'39'42" West 858.94' along the East line of this
tract and a severance line to a set iron pin and cap #2345 at a Southeast corner of this tract and on the North line of Washer Road; thence North 87°59'18"
West 510.04' along the North line of said road to the point of beginning. This
property is subject to easements and restrictions of record, if any.
LESS AND EXCEPT that tract of land conveyed by deed from Dwayne Hale
and Janice Hale to Billy W. Winebarger and wife, Joy Winebarger dated
September 27, 1996 and of record in Book 238, Page 706 in the Calloway
County Court Clerk's Office and being further described as follows:
Being 10.00 acres of land (Tract 2) and being a portion of that land described
in Deed Book 214, page 514 of record in the Calloway County Court Clerk's
Office and lying on the North side of Washer Road (66' R/VV) approximately
400' East of the intersection of said Washer Road and Robert Jackson Road in
Calloway County, Kentucky and more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at a set iron pin and cap #2345 on the North right of way line of
Washer Road (33' North of centerline) and being located North 87°02'46" East
389.63' from a set P.K. nail at the intersection of Washer Road and Robert
Jackson Road; thence North 02° 00'42" East 272.37' with a severance line to a
set iron pin and cap #2345; thence South 87°59'18" East 30.00'to a set iron pin
and cap #2345; thence North 02°00'42 East 566.67' to a set iron pin and cap
#2345 at the Northwest corner of this tract; thence South 87°59'18" East
510.98' along the North line of this tract to a set iron pin and cap #2345 at the
Northeast corner of this tract; thence South 02°39'42" West 849.22' along the
East line of this tract to a set iron pin' and cap #2345 on the North line of
Washer Road; thence North 86°53'48" West 531.44' along the North line of
Washer Road to the point of beginning.
This description includes a portion of the 'Dawn of Wadesboro per plat of
record. This property is subject to easements and restrictions of record, if any.
DWAYNE HALE OBTAINED TITLE TO THE ABOVE-DESCRIBED PROPERTY BY DEED FROM GLENN R. VANLOON AND WIFE, JOY L. VAN
LOON, DATED MAY 30, 1995, OF RECORD IN BOOK 214 Page 514 IN THE
OFFICE OF THE CLERK OF THE CALLOWAY COUNTY COURT.

PARCEL A
TRACT 1
Beginning at a stake in Section line 615 feet West of the Northeast corner of
the Northwest Quarter of Section 14, Township 2, Range 4, East; thence south
62 rods 5 feet to a stake in the property line of Bogard; thence West parallel
with Section line and with property line of Bogard, 68-1/2 rods to a stake;
thence North 62 rods 5 feet to a stake in the Section line; thence East with section line 68-1/2 rods to the point of beginning.

Lot 14, Lot 19, and Tract 2A of the Hale Development Company Property as
shown on a pla of record at Plat Book 27, Page 66, Slide 2582, in the Office of

Legal

Legal

Notice

Notice

NOTICE
All stored items in storage units 11, 13, 90, 112,
187 & 204 at Key Mini Warehouses. 1850 State
Route 121 South, Murray, KY 42071, have been
abandoned and if all charges for storage units 11,
13,-90, 112, 187 & 204 are not paid in full on or
before Dec. 10, 2003, Key Mini-Warehouses will
have legal possession of all items stored in units
11, 13,90, 112, 187 & 204. A sale date for said
items stored in storage units II.
90, 112, 187
& 204 will be posted at a later time.

TRACT 2
30 acres off of the South end of the following described lands a part of Sections
14 and 15 Township 2, Range 4 East, and being a part of the Joseph Bogard
Estate and being a part of Lot No. 3 of said estate bounded as follows:
Beginning at the North west corner of said lot is said division; thence North
81-V2 degrees West 68-1/2 poles to a stake; thence South 6 degrees 22.2 poles
to a rock; thence South 81-1/2 degrees East 68-1/2 poles to a rock; thence
North 6 degrees West 22.2 poles to the beginning. Also a part of Lot No. 4 in
said division and beginning at the Northwest corner of Lot No. 3 in said division; thence North 6 degrees West 30 poles to a rock; thence East 28-1/2 poles
to a rock; thence South 6 degrees East 57 poles to a rock; thence South 81
degrees West 68 poles to the beginning.
Also another part of Lot No. 3 in said division; beginning 22.2 poles South ot
the Northwest corner of said lot; thence North 81-1/2 degrees East 68-1/2 poles
to a rock; thence South 6 degrees East 29 poles to a rock; thence South 81-1/2
degrees West 69 poles to a rock; thence North 6 degrees West 29 poles to the
beginning. Also another portion of Lot No. 4 of said division of lands beginning
at a rock 30 poles North of the Southwest corner of said lot; thence North 6
degrees West 51.2 poles to a rock; thence North 882 degrees East 68-1/2 poles
to a rock; thence South 6 degrees East 24 poles to a rock; thence South 81-1/2
degrees West 40 poles to the beginning, containing 16 acres and 115 poles, the
land above described being 56-2/3 acres EXCEPT 26-1/2 acres off the North
side leaving a balance conveyed in this deed 30 acres, bounded on South by
Paul Bailey, R.C. Outland, and J. Vance on west by Z. Thurmond and D.
Futrell, and North Cecil Fitts and C. Vance; on the East by Rex Byars.

NOTICE
All stored items
in storage units
#25 at C
Storage, 619
South 4th St.,
Murray, KY
42071 will be
sold on (Fri.)
11-21-03 at
10:00 a.m.
020

Exactly 30 acres off of the West end of a tract of land see deed book 100 page
113. Said 30 acres described as beginning at Toy Lenning present N E corner;
thence East with center of the Union Grove Church road for a distance of
1288.2 feet to a stake in the center of said road; thence South for a distance of
1015 feet to a stake; thence West for a distance of 1288.2 feet to a stake in
present East property line of Toy Lenning; thence North along said Lenning
line for a distance of 1015 feet to a stake the point of beginning.
Less and except that tract of land situated in the City of Murray, County of
Calloway, State of Kentucky, being a part of the Northeast Quarter of Section
15, Township 2, Range 4 East, and being Tract I of Minor Subdivision Plat of
Dwayne Hale and Janice Hale property of record in Plat Book 30, Page 33,
Slide 2849, and being further described as follows:
Beginning at a 1/2" diameter rebar (w/cap #3175)set in the South line of Poor
Farm Road, located approximately 1,150' West of the centerline of the
Southbound lane of U.S. Highway 641, being the Northwest corner of the
Theodore L. Vaughn property(Deed Book 152, Card 1483), and the Northeast
corner of Tract I described herein; thence with an existing fence and the West
line of said Vaughn, and the West line of the W.O.W. Youth Camp property
(Deed Book 164, Card 1441), South 02'00'03" West 983.75' to a 1" diameter
iron pipe found, the Southeast corner of the approximate location of the Poor
Farm Cemetery, and the Southeast corner of Tract I; thence still with an existing fence, South 87°02'06" West, passing through a 1" diameter iron pipe found
at 49.50'(the Northeast corner of the Wallace Jobe property, Deed Book 151.
Card 458), and a #4 rebar found at an additional 787.79'(the Northwest corner of said Jobe property), for a distance of 1,428.65' to a 1/2" diameter rebar
(w/cap #3175) set in the East line of a proposed 60' wide street; thence with
the East line of said proposed street, North 00°33'21" West 965.53' to a 1/2"
diameter rebar(w/cap #3175)set, the beginning of a curve to the right having
a radius of 25.00'; thence along the arc of said curve, and arc distance of 38.37'
the chord of which bears North 43°24'34" East 34.71' to a 1/2" diameter rebar
(w/cap #3175) set in the South line of Poor Farm Road; thence 30' from and
parallel to the centerline of Poor Farm Road, North 87°22'23" East 1,448.26' to
the point of beginning.
This tract contains 32.7831 acres but is subject however to the Poor Farm
Cemetery situated in the approximate Southeast corner of Tract I described
herein and any easement as shown on the plat of record.
DWAYNE HALE OBTAINED TITLE TO THE ABOVE-DESCRIBED PROPERTY BY DEED FROM EURIE GARLAND AND WIFE, MARY IRENE
GARLAND, DATED MARCH 11, 1998, IN BOOK 279, PAGE 292, IN THE
OFFICE OF THE CLERK OF THE CALLOWAY COUNTY COURT.
The Master Commissioner shall first sell the Hale Property Real Estate, the Hale
Development Real Estate, separately and then together as a whole and whichever
method of sale shall produce the higher aggregate bid shall be accepted as the controlling sale thereof(the "First Sale Bid"). If the First Sale Bid shall not produce sufficient proceeds to pay the full amount of Interbay's judgment (Including all debt,
interest, cost, expenses and attorney's fees) then immediately thereafter, the Master
Commissioner shall sell the Eurie Garland Real Estate as a whole (the "Second Sale
Bid").
The amount of the judgment to be satisfied by the sale of these properties is
$2,209,903.84 plus interest at the legal rate of 12 percent per annum from date of
judgment(September 22, 2003) until paid.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with the purchaser
to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the Commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price in cash, together with bond for the remainder of the purchase price, with
good and sufficient surety, bearing interest from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in thirty(30)days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property
shall be sold subject to the 2003 ad valorem taxes.

Check us
out on the
Web!
it

Notice

020
Notice

THE BOOK RACK
New Non-Fiction Books
,Gift Items and Gift Certificates
14/e order new books

PARCEL B

Dated this 11th day of November, 2003.
Hale Development Real Estate'

010

010

Eurie Garland Real Estate

VISA

(20% DISCOUNT)
519 A S. 12th St.
753-4821

•jTeTHE BULL PEN
Steaks and Spirits
Est. 2001

NOW HIRING
Experienced Servers and Experienced Grill Cook.
Apply in person at 110 S. 5th St.
jr/.0°
Monday thru Friday. 2-4 p.m.

AVAILABILITY

KEY MINI WAREHOUSES
1850 State Route 121 South
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
Call For Sizes & Prices.
Security Gate
050
Lost and Found

THIS

space is reserved

the day might come.
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

Just give us

a call, we'll

be glad to help.
Your loved one well
try to find.

Taking Bids For
Janitorial Service
Call 762-0022
or apply in person
616 N. 12th St.
Murray

'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

CLASSIFIEDS....THE FIRST PLACE
TO START!
WEATHER YOU NEED A JOB OR
CAR YOU CAN FIND IT IN THE

Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

CLASSIFIEDS SECTION.
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

PERSONAL BANKER
Al U S Bank we are committed to providing outstanding
>ervice every day and our exeluSive U S Bar* Five Star
;iarvice Guarantee ensures that we will deliver on the
Performance standards our customers expect and
ieserve including quality accuracy responsiveness
accessibility and availability

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 03-CI-00285

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No.03-CI-00188

U.S. BANK, NA (Successor by Merger to
Firstar Bank, NA, Successor by Merger to
Mercantile Bank, f/d/b/a Mercantile Bank of Kentucky,
Successor by Merger to United Commonwealth Bank) PLAINTIFF,

Mortgage Electronic Registrations Systems, Inc.,
as nominee for Countrywide Home Loans, Inc.,
d/b/a America's Wholesale Lender, and
Countrywide Home Loans, Inc., d/b/a
America's Wholesale Lender

PLAINTIFF,

VS.,
NOTICE OF SALE

VS.,

NOTICE OF SALE
Vicky Angel,
Unknown Defendant, Occupant,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on October 14, 2003, in the above cause, I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction
on Monday, December 1, 2003, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or
thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway
County, Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows to wit:
A 0.335 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying
Services of Murray, Kentucky, April 1991, located on Ben-deField Road approximately 10 miles West of the intersection of
Twelfth and Main Streets in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, and being more particularly described as follows:

GEORGE E. HOLLAND, JR.,
KAREN HOLLAND,AND
DISCOVER CARD,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on October 14, 2003, in the above cause, I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction
on Monday, December 1, 2003, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or
thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway
County, Kentucky, with its Iddress being 102 Lynnwood Drive,
Murray, Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows to wit:
TRACT 2:
Lot No. 17 (106' x 188') in Lynnwood Estates Subdivision
approximately 2 miles S.E. of Murray, Kentucky, on Highway
121, in Calloway County, as shown on record at the office of the
Calloway County Court, Plat Book No. 3,2age 32.

Beginning at the Northeast corner of the herein described tract
of land and the Bobby Joe Richard Property, Deed Book 159,
Card 1645, said point being a *4 Re-bar set 936.28 feet South of
the centerline of Highway 121 and 28.40 feet West of the centerline of Ben-de-Field Road;

The above described property is sold subject to the restrictions
as shown in the record of the office of the Galloway County
Court under revised restrictions as shown in Deed Book No
140, Page 314.

Thence, South 2 degrees 57'56* East - 100.00 feet with the West
side of Ben-de-Field Road to a #4 Rebar set at the Southeast corner of the herein described tract of land;

These restrictions as referred to above, under which this property is sold, run with the title to this property and the heirs and
the assigns of the Grantee are bound by and take title to said
restrictions.

Thence, South 87 degrees 02' 04" West - 145.93 feet with the
Teddy Darnell North Property Line, Deed Book 174, Card 1846,
to a #4 Rebar set at the Southwest corner of the herein
described tract of land;
Thence, North 2 deg. 57' 56" West - 100.00 feet with the Ralph
Sliger East Property Line, Deed Book 166, Card 298, to a #4
Rebar set at the Northwest corner of the herein described tract
of land;
Thence, North 87 degrees 02' 04" East - 145.93 feet with the
said Richard South Property Line to the point of beginning.
This property is subject to all previously conveyed easements
and right-of-ways.
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Vicky
Angel, an unmarried woman by Deed of Conveyance from
Daniel C. Smith and wife, Virginia Smith, dated March 23,
2001, and filed March 28, 2001, of record in Book 372, Page 712,
in the office of the Calloway County Court Clerk.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
Commissioner one-third of the purchase price and to execute bond
-svith good surety-for the remainder of the purchase price, to be paid
in two equal installments, said amount bearing interest at 12% per
annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the
property shall be sold subject to the 2003 ad valorem taxes.
Dated this 22nd day of October, 2003.

Being one and the same as that property conveyed to Karen
Holland by virtue of a deed from Evelyn Tapp, a single person,
September 29 99& and-mpearing of-record at Deed,
Book 219, Page 106, in the Clerk's office of the Citsiroway County
Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
Commissioner ten percent of the purchase price and to execute bond
with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said amount
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid,
and fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained
on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the
2003 ad valorem taxes.
Dated this 22nd day of October, 2003.
Respectfully submitted,
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No.03-CI-00065

PLAINTIFF,

Lot No. 4 of the Scenic Acres Subdivision as shown by plat of
record in Plat Book 3, Page 52, in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.

DEFENDANTS

The above described property is sold subject to the restrictions,
easements and reservations as set forth on Microfilm in Book
153, Cabinet 1, Drawer 5, Card 1944, in the Office of the Clerk
of the Calloway County Court and such restrictions, easements,
and reservations are specifically referred to in this conveyance
and incorporated herein as if same were written herein in full

VS.,
NOTICE OF SALE
BRENT W. GALLOWAY
and JENNIFER K PETERS,
n/k/a JENNIFER GALLOWAY,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on October 14, 2003, in the above cause, I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction
on Monday, November 24, 2003, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or
thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway
County, Kentucky, and more particularly dc_c..ibed as follows to wit:

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 03-CI-00070
U.S. BANK, NA (Successor by Merger to
Firstar Bank, NA,Successor by Merger to
Mercantile Bank, f/d/b/a Mercantile Bank of
Kentucky),

NOTICE OF SALE
AUDREY CHERBAK,
UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,
SPOUSE OF AUDREY CHERBACK,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on October 14, 2003, in the above cause, I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction
on Monday, November 24, 2003, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or
thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway
County, Kentucky, with its address being 235 Whisper Drive East,
Murray, Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows to wit:

Being the same real estate which was conveyed to Audrey
Cherbak by deed from Chuck Morgan, a single person, dated
March 1, 1996, recorded March 12, 1996, and of record in Deed
Book 224, Page 222, Calloway County Clerk's Office.

ALSO: Lot No. 62 in the Center Ridge Subdivision as shown by
plat of same, which is of record in Plat Book 2, Page 22, in the
Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
Commissioner one-third (1/3) of the purchase price and to execute
bond with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price to be
paid in two equal installments, with good and sufficient surety, said
amount bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until
paid, and fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be
retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes
shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject
to the 2003 ad valorem taxes.

This property is conveyed subject to all protective covenants,

Dated this 22nd day of October, 2003.

Lot No. 63 in the Center Ridge Subdivision as shown by plat of
same, which is of record in Plat Book 2. Page 22, in the Office of
the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

restrictions, etc., stated in said plat and recorded in Plat Book

Respectfully submitted.
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

2, Page 22, in the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway County

Court, as if same were written herein in full.
Being one and the same as that property conveyed from Anna
Jean Wulff, et ux., by deed dated February 22, 2000, of record
in Book 340, Page 217, in the Clerk's Office of the Calloway
County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
Commissioner ten percent of the purchase price and to execute bond
with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said amount
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid,
and fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained
on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be
ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the
2003 ad valorem taxes.
Dated this 22nd day of October, 2003
Respectfully submitted,
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

060

060

060
Help Wanted

ARNP"S full or part-time
Sought by Marshall Co
Medical practice Send resumes to PO Box 1040-Y

Help Wanted
PROMINENT local insur

Help Wanted
SOCCER Coaches Appli

ance agency seeking ex cations are being accepted
penenced property and until December 15 for both
casualty customer service boys and girls head coach
li- positions in soccer at CalNOW taking applications representative and
loway County High School

for cooks and fountains censed insurance agent
person
in
for days and nights. Apply
Must be able to work TempsPlus 819 Broadway
weekends Apply in per- EOE No Fees
son at Some Drive-1n 217
S 12th St Murray No SIRLOIN Stockade now
phone calls
hiring very friendly people
The Place to Start.... daytime cashiers, daytime
h.o bar attendants Apply
Murray Ledger & Times
in person between 2pm(270)753-1916
4pm M-F

The ideal candidate will have a proven commitment to
quality customer service and proven sales experience.
policy.
philosophy,
product
retail
of
knowledge
Incumbent
procedures documentation and systems
must have a thorough understanding of banking
operations. product knowledge. sales, new business
.teveloprnent, customer serviceaelations. and community
Strong interpersonal skills are required
'elations
Requires a high-school diploma or equivalent and one to
two years lob -related experience
S Bank supports a work environment where differences
are valued and respected and where individuals who
share the fundamental values of the company have an
For further
ppportunity to contribute and grow
information about this position or to apply by fax,
please contact Lisa Glass Dunn at Fax S 270-745-7611
and refer to reference code OLGDN-5RPAPX5. To apply
in person, please visit the office at 201 E. 11th Street,
Benton. KY 42025

771bank

Five Star Service Guarairtreeil :IT.)

Please visit our website www.usbank.com
for more career opportunities.
US Bank is an Equal Opportunity Employer kt F'DAI
Comm.tted to creating a culturally diverse workforce

Resumes should be sent
to Calloway County High
School, Attn AD 2108 College Farm Rd Murray, Ky
42071
EXPERIENCED sales professional background in
staffing preferred Integrity
Employment Solutions 1888-547-6218

TV Sony Tnnitron 26"
w/stand $1600 Asking
$850 & microwave oven
753-4862

1

111113 Appliances
Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
753-1713
STOVE, Fietngerator, air
conditioner, dryer, recliner,
mower 753-0263
160
Home Furnishings
BEDDING, Roll-A-Ways, &
all furniture on sale' Carraway Furniture 105N 3rd St
753-1502
MAPLE dinning room table
with 6 chairs $400 7532293
190
Farm Equipment
MATHEW Furguson 35
deluxe tramor & bush hog
$2500 753-1522

FIVESTAR
FOODMART
MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY
The El veStat._FoodM art located at J600
Hwy. 121 N. Bypass in Murray, KY is currently seeking to hire a General Manager.
The compensation program is HIGHLY
COMPETITIVE. A benefit package is available including retirement and health insurance. Applicants must be honest, friendly
and hard working. Please send your resume
to: Human Resource Department/Murray,
Newcomb Oil Co., 705 Caldwell St.,
Paducah, KY 42003. Visit Newcomb Oil
Co. on the web at
www newcomboil com
Women and minorities are encouraged to
apply.
Newcomb Oil Co. is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

The Murray Board of Education Head Start is
seeking qualified applicants for the following
position located in Mayfield at the East College
Early Childhood Education Center:

Applicants must have a Bachelor's degree in Social
Work or related field. This person is part of a team

VS.,
Respectfully submitted,
Max W. Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

actively
responsibilities include
banker
Personal
,ieveloping new business and expanding existing
handling
and
assessing
ustomer
relationships
: - ustorners banking needs obtaining and processing
ustomerface.ount information and selling bank deposit
Responsibilities may
And loan products and services
also include consumer loan originating and closing.
account opening, sale deposit transactions and branch
Will refer U S Bank
Uperungiclosong procedures
products and handle complex customer service issues in
absence of or as directed by branch manager

FAMILY SERVICE WORKER

PLAINTIFF,

CENTEX HOME EQUITY CORPORATION,

these attributes embody the career environment you
.tesire please read on about this exerting opportunity for
full time Personal Banker in our Benton market

Articles
For Sale

responsible for providing social services, parent
involvement, and health services to young children
and families. Record keeping, interpersonal,and
communication skills (written and verbal) are essential. The Head Start program works in partnership
with eleven local school districts.
Interested persons may request an application from
the Murray Head Start office by calling 270-753603 I.
Applications will be accepted until December 5. An
Equal Opportunity Employer

Musical
PIANO tuning repair, moving and used piano's
(270)415-0374
Mobile Homes For Sale
12X60 2BR, 2 bath, C/H/A
759-3752
1985 14X70 Liberty mobile
home 3BR, 2ba, Has to be
moved $4000 Call after
5:00pm 753-5402
1989 24X52 good condition $14,500 OBO Must be
moved Call 762-7374
ext102 (day) 492-8061 or
731-247-3151 (night)
2000 Model Buccaneer
manufactured home. 2
large bedrooms, 2 full
baths, master bath has
garden tub and separate
shower. Large living room,
kitchen/dining combination. Fully underpinned.
Excellent condition Front
porch and large patio back
porch. Located in Coach
Estates, can remain with
lot owner approval of buyer. 753-6660 day or night.
99 Doublewide like new
1,9 acres 1.9 acres Coleman RE 759-4118

WE MOVE
MOBILE HOMES
Double Wides &
Single Wides

270-437-4608
280

060

Mobile Homes For Rent

100
Help Wanted

Owners Operators
Great
Opportunity
Ask about runs from
Mt. Vernon, IL to
Columbus, OH and
return Owner Ops
earn 70% of gross
mileage pay for all
miles! Base plates
Program available.
Need exp./CDL-A.
COMPANY DRIVERS
WELCOME
Call Dan
1-866-354-6898
WOFFORD'S Nursery is
now seeking a landscape
foreman with supervisory
skills and a general knowledge of plant material Valid drivers license a must
Pay based on experience
Apply in person 1414 East
Wood Street Pans, TN

Business
Opportunity
NEED help with a loan o
mortgage? We can help
you good or bad credit ac
cepted Free of charge.
Call 647-885-9528
120
Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

16X80 3BR, 2 bath for rent
or sale 753-0980
3 bedroom $285. 2 bedroom $275 Call 753-6012
CLEAN 2 BR mobile home
in country, partly furnished. References and deposit. 759-1837.
MOBILE home for rent
3BR, 2 bath, Almo area

s350iciontli/53:1544___

NICE 16x60 2br, 2 full
bath mobile home. 4 miles
from Murray.
(731)782-3221
USED computer, Celeron
Ram, NICE 2 Br 2 bath 492128MB
500hz,
52X 8488
1 44MB
FDD,
CDROM, 6.4 Gig HDD, TREE'S Acreage, 2BR,
KB, Mouse, Speakers and furnished, very nice 2
Modem Windows 2000. miles to 4-lane, 7 miles to
$195. Add a 17" Monitor town $275/mo 442-9104
for 60 270-293-5300
Want to Buy

OFFICE Space for rent
Available Jan 1, near
downtown 404 N 4th St
Suite D Call 759-3772
Ask for Joe
SHOP 3 bay w/office, natural gas heat, water provided, large parking area,
Domestic & Childcare
ELECTRIC base board. great location, 1 mile from
heaters, air conditioners, city, frame machine availaCLEANING houses is my refrigerators, used carpet- ble, also suitable for storage. 753-2486
business Call Linda 759- ing 753-4109
320
9553
150
Apartments For Rent
753Housecleaning
D'S
Articles
3802
For Sale
1 Bedroom apartments, al
Will
EXPERIENCED
clean up after new con- BLACK leather couch & appliances at the Oaks
struction, remodeling, be- chair 3 yrs old, $1000 Apartments Coleman RE
fore and after renters, Workout & weight bench 759-4118
$75 Oak headboard for 1 Bedroom near MSU Cofloors, windows etc
$25 Call 753-3380
Valene 436-5914
leman Realty 759-4118.
1 bedroom Close to UniELECTRIC
Wheelchairs100
versity & hospital, some
provided
your
in
for
area
Business
utilities paiii 75341756
Medicare and Medicaid reOpportunity
1 OR 2br apts near downcipients Call 1-800-225town Murray starting at
40X40 Shop or storage 4336 now for your free inS200inia../53_410.1_
building for rent $250 a formation packet.
FOR RENT *3 BR House,
month One year lease re1713 Oakhill $675 month
and
tub
hot
person
SIX
quired Call 270-489-2525
*Duplex 1302 Valleywnod
cover 753-0765
$395 00. *2 BR Apartment
OFFICE space for rent in
908 Hillwood $350
downtown area 753-4529 TOP SOIL 489-2525
759-4406
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff. We
buy 1 or all. Call Larry at
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. 12th, Murray.

•

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
360
Storage Rentals

Apartments For Rent
1 2 & 3bedroom Apts
• Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

PREMIER MINISTORAGE
*inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Sate & clean
•We sell boxes,
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

-1407 Stadium View 2BR,
C/H/A, carport, all new
flooring 1 yr lease, no
pets $375 month 753ee3e
1BR _apt appliances furnished No pets $225/mo
753-59q2
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty 753-4444

ALL SIZE UNITS
A1dAILABLE

753-3853
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270)753-6266
Cell:(270)293-4163
9 a.m.-4 p.m. M-F

1BR apt with garage nice
neighborhood Close to
MSU spacious rooms 2935462
1BR
free
standing,
$250/month, $300 security
270-474-2520
1BR furnished or unfur- 1 male AKC Shih-tzu pup
nished, low utilities, $225 $300 489-2250
month No pets 753-3949
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
1BR-4BR apartments. Ask
436-2858
about move in free days.
FREE puppies to good
oleman RF 799-4118
2 bedroom 1 1/2 bath with home Call (270)748-5917
garage. All appliances in- QUARTER horse for sale
cluding washer & dryer. Good riding horse Red in
$450 month plus deposit color. 16 hands tall $800
OBO Call 767-9838
753-4108
2 bedroom duplexes. Ap-V SUPER-FRIENDLY Ferpliances furnished. Call rets for sale. Cages &
hammock included. Both
2c13-6968
2, 2BR apts Northwood & 'neutered and descented.
Cambridge area. All appli- Excellent pets $150 Price
ances furnished. Call 293- ne obable 753-0423
6968
2BR 1 bath, washer/dryer,
stove, ref. clean. Lease,
-rte.jx>sit 753-7207
36+ acres, some Voung
2BR NEAR MSU
timber, balance in wheat
Coleman RE 759-4118
Excellent Highway front2BR., Duplex C/H/A
age 435-4377
Coleman RE 759-4118.
HENRY Co. TN 5, 6.5 &
3 & 4 Bedroom, special 23 acres on Rice Humprey
rates Coleman RE 759- Rd Puryear starting at
4118
$2500 per ac.•35+ ac
3BR kitchen appliances, $20,000 1/2 pasture on
C/H/A, walk to MSU. Porter Rd. 731-610-0039
$550/mo 270-703-6871
or 934-4090
•1BR kitchen appliantes, 197 ac. Deer & Turkey
walk to MSU, $350/mo. "Farm" A hunters dream!
utilities included 270-703- Timber Creeks Fields.
6871
Managed for the last 10
4br, Diuguid Drive. Cole- years for Bucks & Turkeys!
man RE 759-4118.
731-610-0039 or 934-4090
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N. 16th St.,
Homes For Sale
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
1513 Kirkwood, spacious
rent $345/ month. Call
4-5BR home, many up753-1970. Leave Mesdates. Owner/agent Call
sage. Equal Housing Op436-2752
art'Andy
3BR 1 1/2 bath, formal livHAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for ing & dining room with
1 & 2br units. Rent based large den, carport, & workon income. Mobility impair- shop $75,000. (713)937ment accessible. Phone. 4784
3BR, 2ba, on 4 acres after
492-8721. Mon & Thurs
6:00pm
753-6384
10-12am. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056.
Equal BY Owner, 2207 Brookhaven. Adorable 1 1/2
Housing Opportunity.
story home 2200 sq ft.
-LARGE 2 Bedroom, 1 1/2
3/4BR, 2 1/2 bath, large
bath, all appliances including washer, dryer, micro- kitchen, great room wrtirewave.*Large 1 Bedroom, place. 2 garages, extra lot
$159,000. Call 759-3815
all appliances including
washer & dryer. •Large fur- COTTAGE near lake with
nished 1 Bedroom with all 2 boat storage units.
appliances including wash- $17,900 will finance. 753er & dryer. (270) 759-5885 5731
SEE local For Sale By
or (270) 243-7085
NEAR University, extra Owner property Call 767large 2BR apt. Large living 9308 to list your house.
room.
Kitchen-dinette www.k sbodirect.com
combo. Central electric,
H/A. Range, refrigerator,
disposer,
dishwasher
washer-dryer
hookup 2001 KTM Pro Senior 50
$200 deposit-$350 month 1999 PW 50753-0765
($250 1st mo) 753-4560
2003 Harley Davidson
M-F
sporlster 100th AnniversaNICE 2 br, 2 bath, duplex,
ry Edition. Less than 100
garage, no pets. 436-6357
miles $7800 Call 753-5370
or 753-7457.
ONE bedroom apartments,
121
Sport Utility Vehicles
water furnished, close to
campus, No pets Call
1987 Toyota 4-Runner,
753-5980
good condition, high Hwy
miles. $2600 OBO 759Houses For Rent
1629

1

1998 Lincoln Navigator
90.000 miles, real sharp,
excellent
condition
$13,900 (day) 753-5341
2 bedroom, gas heat, all (n .t1 767-9503
appliances, storage shed, 1
01
.90
carport No pets $400
rent/deposit 753-7920

2 AND 3 Bedroom Houses
for rent 753-4109

99 Ford F-250 Reg Cab
Lanai, 4-wheel drive
5-speed,
40K
miles
$16,500 OBO (270) 293-

436-5141 A AFFORDABLE HAULING, cleaning
out garages, gutters, junk
tree work
492-8688 Roof Repairs
New Roofs, all types Call
Carters
A-1 AFFORDABLE HAULING all around clean-up.
gutters, tree work 4362867
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
753-3594
Free Estimates
A-Asphalt Sealcoating
Travis Asphalt
Sealcoating
*Driveways
*Parking lots
*Commercial
*Residential
*Industrial
*Hot-melt crack filling
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
AFFORDABLE
Mower repair,
Pickup/delivery.
Work guaranteed. Joe
436,2867
ALL
Carpentry
New
Homes, add on's, garages,
pole barns, home & mobile
home repair, water & termite damage, screened
porches, sun rooms Lieened-insured Larn/Nirrirno
153-9372 or 751-0393
ALL Season Lawn, Leaf &
Gutter clean up.. Call 7620200
AUTO DETAILING
Cars Trucks & Boats
*Buffing
*Washing
*Waxing
*Interiors
Call 489-2525 /489-2020.
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & TracliPoe
BRANDON'S Outdoor
Services.
Lawn*Mulch•Shrubs
*Bush Hogging•Tilling.
(270)436-5277
CARPET Cleaning Special
$19.99 per area' Senior
and Student 10% disc.
767-9992 Lesa or Stacy
CARPORTS Starting at
$675. installed. Roy Hill
(270)436-2113
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY leaf removal
753-6772
D.G.
Landscaping & Nursery
*Complete Lawn Care
*Parking Lot Sweeping
•Pressure Washing
*Snow Plowing
*Trimming
•Leaf Removal
753-2210
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs you
don't have time for
Murray-Calloway Co
293-5438
DOZER AND BACK HOE
WORK & CLEAN-UP
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-753-9503

David's Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing

David Gallimore, Owner
Will Do Insurance Work
Visa & Mastercard Accepted

731-247-5422
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured. 489-2839.

HANDYMAN Carpenter.
All types
Call (270) 519-8570(cell)
753-5848
Donald Simmons
1994 Nissan Maxima,
clean, reliable car. $4,500 JUNK/ RUBBISH Remov3BR, 1ba NO pets, 306 S OBO, must sell. •1992
al, we'll haul away almost
15th 759-4826
Kawasaki Ninja, 4.000 anything, from attics to
miles. $1,800 OBO. 753- barns, 90_ IObS„._ Senior
Discounts. (270)489-2583
3BR gas heat, carport, 0721 or 293-0452.
New Concord $325/month 94' Grand Am, Red, A/C, KENTUCKY Solar Serv& deposit 753-1308
cruise, new tires, disc ices has the solution for

2BR with basement for
storage garage outbuilding
fenced backyard in city
293-8462

1992 Chevy Camaro, V-8
one owner,134 000 miles.
good shape 436-2108

ready. Very clean Priced
HOUSE for rent/lease to sell! 753-4862
38R, 2ba, w/garage,
Pontiac Sunfire. one
fenced yard 753-0980 af- .97
owner. A/C, 4 cylinder,
ter 6pm
Red. excellent condition
HOUSE in Country, East •97 Chevy S-10, A/C, stick
of Murray off Irvin Cobb shift. 4 cylinder, Red,
Rd Call Jill 436-2359
85,000 miles, excellent
condition 753-2486
QUALITY Houses and
Apartments available for
lease Call BS Rentals at
759-4696 or 435-4632
360
Storage Rentals

98' Plymouth Voyager
Take over payments. Less
than 75,000 miles. Call
753-1967
495
Vans

MURRAY Store and Lock
presently has units available 753-2905 or 7537536

99 Ford Windstar LX, 5
door, white, 74K, PD. Pk
rear air, remote entry
57500 270-527-1897

S30
Services Offered

Used Trucks

your alternative energy
needs Harness the power
of the sun and get control
of those high electric bills
Call 270-226-9506 or 270226-9500 Send email inquiries to
mail@ kentuckysolarservices.com
LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets *Furniture
•Emergency water
removal
*Free Estimates
*Wrinkle Repair
'Quick Drying
753-5827
WILL clean houses 2512566

1

130
Services Of

Your Home Improvement Headquarters

>doeee.

I---

David's Cleaning
Services

SEPTECH
Septic Systems Installation
Repair & Cleaning
Waterproofing Basements
& Crawl Spaces

Order by 11 a.m. &
pick up next day.
5,000+ sq. ft. of 29 & 26 gauge
in stock.

We Specialize in Cleaning"
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
'Acid Cleaning Available
*We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways

759-1 515
Serving KY, TN & IL
Since 1979
c_ndatargardro_rdian

David Borders

Call Metal Mall

Phone (270) 767-0313
12701 527-7176

1-800-909-9064 • 270-247-8844

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

b _Orothet,:s,
Tree Service Wiggins Furniture

5

A Bigger Selection - A Better Price 2
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy'

\
/

e

6

7.

v
,1

59

#1 & #2 available in most colors

crancrop [MUDD LPreD

5

Roofing Metal

We now manufacture. Buy direct.

*Brick *All External Cleaning

fii

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

436-5744

S5.00 Off Residential with this ad
$10.00 Off Commercial with this ad

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5• Sat. 9-4
Cash, Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

- Full Line of Equipment
www.apluscleaning.info

REFLECTIONS Window
Cleaning, Commercial &
Residential. Also specializing in painting, pressure
washing, gutters and Janitorial, Formally Tom's Windows 753-9682

,•41"

-

ROOF REPAIRS
Complete new roofing
Metal, rubber shingles
for prompt & professional
service call
CARTER ROOFING
Hazel 492-8688
Puryear 247-3086

Is An Ugly, Stained Roof Spoiling The Appearance Of
Your Home or Business?

Griggs Roof Stain Removal
in Association With American Roof-Brite

270)748-5449

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Nov.
20, 2003:
Often you could find others to be difficult, especially children and loved ones.
As a result, you happily distance yourself, going into your cocoon. Relax and
push away stress through yoga, exercise
and any other means you have.
Sometimes it might be difficult to see the
other side of an issue, but you will. You
instinctively make the right decisions
about funds. Don't stay up at night worrying about money. If you are single, a
friend could become more If you are
attached, discuss your concerns.
Structure financial goals together. Make
a point of participating in a key sport or
making a commitment together. LIBRA
can be very healing.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive;
Have:
5-Dynamic;
3-Average; 2-So-so; I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21 -April 19)
**** Take a clue when you find others to be touchy and difficult. You might
need or want to pull out of a situation. By
the afternoon, discussions become possible. Others smile from ear to ear and
make the first move. Now, isn't this better? Tonight: Play follow the leader.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** „Obstacles appear from out of
nowhere. Part of the problem could be
that you are too accessible. Let others
know you are busy, and by the afternoon,
you'll easily accomplish what you want
to do. Have a chat with a special friend or
partner. Tonight: Opt for a stress-buster.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** It might be necessary to let
others know where you stand this morning. Do not expect a strong, positive
reaction. By the afternoon, when others
sort through what you have said, conversations will break down barriers.
Tonight: Treat a partner.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
**** Though you might be enthusiastic,,someone at a distance could put the
kibosh on your mood. You could feel
challenged by news from a distance. Ask
questions in the p.m. Give others the
benefit of the doubt. All's well that ends
well. Tonight: Burn the candle at both
ends.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) ** You might not like the way your da.,
starts_ If you can, go back to bed until
noon. At this point, a creative or emotional discussion lights up your life. You
might be evaluating a love situation as
well. Trust that you will make the right
decision. Tonight: Out and about.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You have certain goals, though
you might need to hop over an obstacle
or two this morning. Resulting from youi
endurance and refusal to accept a "no,"
you head to the winner's circle, be it ir.
your personal or professional life
Tonight: Hang with friends.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You might be dismayed by others this morning. A boss or superior
could be unusually demanding. Be more
forthright in the afternoon and ask questions. Attempt to walk in anothers shoes
Your charisma peaks in the p m. Tonight
You are the cat's meow.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Know when to say little and when
to take action. You turn bad news into
good news because of your ingenuit
Open up to questions, talks and braintorming sessions in the late day. You
like v, hat sou hear. lonight Rest up fiii

www.murrayledger.com
- your
internet
source
for all
the news

.110.

-

UGLMARTED ROOF?'"

Horoscopes

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

Licensed & Insured

270-767-0052
c.
cijsjJjmniaisjosoresoiolnJ,aJsca
D.

'
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WE SERVICE
All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands

Ward-Elkins
On The Square • Murray
(270)753-1713

Free

Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times

SUR EWAY
TREE SERVICE.
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment.
Free estimates.
753-5484.

First Come
First Serve
FREE 1 huge fallen tree
for firewood (10+plus
ricks) 731-247-5645

Please
No Phone Calls

November Specbds

by Jacqueline Bigar
the weekend.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Aim for what you want.
Friends, meetings and groups prove to be
far more beneficial than individual discussions. Talk about what is on your
mind in the late afternoon. What you
hear could be music to your ears
Tonight: Do only what you want.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Others freely give you flak.
Choose not to respond, or some harsh
words could be exchanged. You find others to be difficult. Open up conversations
in the late day. You get the air cleared.
You also might need to reveal more of
what is on your mind. Tonight: Others
take their lead from you.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Though you might be tired and
stressed by an expenditure, you discover
that you have many ways to clear up the
problem. Friends and associates talk and
share in the afternoon. Solutions come
for-ward as a result. Tonight: Try' something offbeat.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You might be more belligerent
than you are aware of, drawing some
harsh reactions. If possible, muzzle thyself. Some words, once said, cannot be
forgotten or taken back. Follow a superior's instructions to the T. Tonight: Be
with your favorite person.

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and Remodeling. Quality Work.
Over 30 -Years Experience.'Gerald Walters. 7532592.

VIDEO GOLD
1 Month Unlimited Tanning $25
• FREE 1-Shirts )tith Purchase of Tanning Package
•50% OFF Lotions Nth Purchase of Tanning Packagei
Movie Rentals $7.95 (2 days)
4 Movie Rentals $9.4512 days)

3

1206 Chestnut St.(Behind Hardee's)•759-4944

(HortilaT Special
Present this coupon at the time of
your appointment to take advantage
of this special offer
(Offer valid thru 12-31-03)

EYES & EYEWEAR
Dr. Douglas W Payne - Optometrist
Office Hours
Mon.-Fn. 9o m -6 p.m.
Walk-Ins Welcome

(270) 753-5507

5,0.5 N. 12th
(Next to Los PortalPs'i
•

2003 VW Jetta...

$14,995
Automatic • AC • CD • ABS

BORN TODAY
Actress Bo Derek (1956), celebrity Dick
Clark (1929), Founding Father Oliver
Wolcott (1726)

Brakes
Keyless Entry • Cruise Control
Immobilizer Theft Deterrent System
Side Curtain Au-bag

***

athewsvw.

Tough
Name.
Tough
Equipment.

0
Drivers wanted:'
/
1
4St4i
A

1111 Fort Campbell Boulevard • Clarksville TN • 931-552-1111
Toll Free 1-888-433 8088 • M F 8am 8pm, SAT 9am-6pm

136 Chain Saw-14"

1[E;

g vr

•2.2 cu. in. - 2.2 hp
•Inertia chain brake
&time ignition
warranty

,ERV-

54- 6Lf

•

• •

,L
NL

55 Rancher-18"

2A095

• cu. in. - 3.3 hp A
•Inertia chain brake 4.
-L
-Lifetime ignition
\s,irranty

WE HAVE HOT PRICES
ON HIGH EFFICIENCY FURNACES.
111111111

3a

Our nev, Carrier furnaces
provide year round comfort,.
energy savings. and
IL unequaled performance.
The kind of comfort you
expect from the
leading brand.

225HBV Hand Held
Blower Lite
•I

REBAIES AU BIRKES INCLUDE A CUSTOMER
COE:
,
ARRIBOML DUE TO ADVERTISINC,
- JAE ADvERTISED VEHICLE

engin.

•I 5 cu in -254
'Air ‘,4:44..4ty-aaser 125aupli
• ifetime ienrtion NI.,01.1n1

'1-rec cstinute,
"24-htvur enereciis'er'ice
*Residential. Commercial, and Industnal
'licensed and Fulls Insured. KYM04296

9995
FREE!
WWI! husqvarna

10 Year Parts & Labor
Warranty or 5°. off
your invoice

corn

LjHusqvarna

I hl, hliindred 111W
,
41,1/10112/1101.f

You may qualify for a TVA rebate

Tough Name Tough Equopment

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO
Chestnut St. • Murray, KV • 753-2;71
murrayhomeandauto.com
lirs. Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5:00 P r,
Sat. 7:30 a.m.-3:00 p.m

e.

"Discount -thatin6 & Coolin
638 S Fourth St • Murray
www.tamer,,ow

Murray 753-0300 • Lake Area 436-2991

•
4
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TV Listings published daily
WEDNESDAY EVENING

A-Chsrtiar 8-Murray Electric
C-Mediscorn 0-Galaxy

Renaissance Feaste is Dec. 5-6
NOV. 19, 2003

A BCD 7:00 7:30 8:001 8:30 9:00 1 9:30 10:00 10:30 , 11:00 11:30 12:00 112:30
WKAISAIIC 2 2
Friends I Friends 1,Plighdine Jimmy Kimmel Live
My Wife Relative Bachelor i Season Finale)(N)(In Stereo)I News
%Se-AK 3 3 '3
My Wife Relative Bachelor (Season Finale)(N)(In &woo)I News I Nightkne UMW Seinfeld Jimmy Kimmel Live
Late Night In Stereo) 'Last Call
Tonight Show I
WSMV-IIIC 4 4
Ed (N)(In Stereo! I West Wing (In Stereo) Lief I Order (N)I News
VoTiF-CAIS 5 5
News
Late Show in Stereo; Entertain Late Late Show +N)I
60 Minutes II X:
King
Iflecker I Vice Secret
Lae Night In Stereo) I)Last Cell
WPS041111C 6 ,6 6 6 Ed t-i, i In Stereo 1 West Wing (In Stereo Law & Order (N)I News I Tonight Show I
Nightline Jimmy Kimmel Live Seinfeld HollyWBBABC 7 7
7 My Wrfe 1Relative Bachelor (Season Finaie) +N) )in Stereof I News
WWI-PBS 8 8
Served Mothers in Prison: Coyote Wits
JFK: Breaking
Coyote Waits: An American Mystery Spacial News
Becker I Paid Prog Drew
KBSI-Fox 9 9 2 3 70s Show Minute The 0.C.(In Stereo)I 70s Show Will-Grace Simpsons Frasier I King
Blind Date 5th Wheel Harvey Harvey Paid Prog. Paid Prog.
WOTV-UPPI 10 17 11 30 Star Trek: Enterprise Jake 2.0 (In Stereo)! To Be Announced
News! Late Show (In Stereo) Friends I.Late Late Snow (N)I
KFVS-CBS 12 12 12 12 60 Minutes I X
Becker! Vice Secret
King
Elimidate Street
WON
.16 38 9 10 Movie: *-*Y2 "Young Guns"(1988, Western) News In Stereo ) I. Becker! Will-Grace Osbourne Show
Wisdom Feed
Insprtionl Inspirtionl Various
1NSP
17 83 28 Brkthrgh Zola Levitt Your Day Lite Today Today
Old Gospel
Ky Lite Psych. Psych. Shape of UM I
111(11U-PlIS 21 21 5 11 Jubilee
Austin City Limits(NI Mountain Stage! News
Roseanne Roseanne Extra I Paid Prog. Ripley
Road Rule
Judy
WIDKA-Vill 22 16 10 Smallville Shattered" Angel "Destiny . (N)I Judy
ESPN
24 29 26 8 College Basketball I NBA Basketball Detroit Pistons at Memphis Grizzlies I SportsCenter lLivei I Outside SportsCanter (Live)I
Fastbreek NFL Live NFL Greet
ESPN2 25 30 25 (6.301 College Football Marshall at Central Flonda (Live) College Basketball: Preseason NIT
Cribs
Cribs
Cribs
Punk'd Punk'd
WV
26 49 27 24 Hard Rock1Challenge Challenge Sorority Sorority Fret Life Cribs
X-Files
"D
P
0
"
31
Law
&
Order
1
X-Files (In Stereo) X ,
TNT
28 27 39 14 Movie: *et I 2 "The Shawsnar* Redemption 0994)Tirn Robbins. X
III
Wars
Junkyard
Extreme
Machines!
29 41 41 Sports Disasters II I Junkyard Wars
Extreme Machines! Sports Disasters
TLC
Nanny!
Nanny!
,
Golden
Mad
Any Day
UFE
30 52 31 31 Nanny .it Nanny! Movie: "Hell on Heeis.' The Battle of Mary Kay'' Golden
r
If.
JAG
-Into
the
Breech''
Nash
Bndges
USA
32 51 49 5 Law & Order
Movie: if'''2 -The Foreigner'(2003, AtIon)I Law & Order
***1
/
2
Stevan
'NA'!
Movie:
"Hombre"(1967)
/
2 -Hombre"(1967)Paul Newman. Movie: *** "Shenandoah"(1465( James
34 58 29 Movie: ***1
AMC
American Justice
Third Watch -Impulse Biography
American Justice
iiliE
35 3544
4 27 Biography
American Justice
GroPains GrowPaid Nog. Paid Prog.
FAM
36 53 36 2 Movie: *1
/
2 "Picture Perfect"(1997, Comedy) Whose? Whose? 700 Club!
Roseanne Roseanne Cosby
Cosby
3's Co. Cheers
NICK
37 22 24 4 Oddpar- Sabnna IFull Hse. Full lise. Cosby
Cosby
T
Restore if Walls House Spaces Weekend Mission
Curb
HGTV 43 36 18 House Spaces Weekend Mission Curb
Blind Date Blind Date Highlander (In Stereo)
Most
SPIKE 44 33 30 23 Star Trek Gen.
Movie: "Cheech & Chong's Next Mom"(1980) Most
**1
/
2'The Cable Guy'
WTBS 52 2621 13 Seinfeld Seinfeld Ripley-Believe
Movie: *514 The Cable Guy(1996, Comedy) Ripley-Believe
Inuyasha Big 0
Fooly
Gender
TOON 65 32 50 Samurai Dexter
Yu-Gi-Oh! 'Samurai Futurama "Family
Pokemon Jackie
NYPD Blue On Stereo) Fake Out Detective Assassination of JFK
COURT 66 61
Fake Out Detective Assassination of JFK Crime Stories
Comicvievr
News
I'm Living Midnight Love
67 39
BET
Pikers! Porkers! Hey Monie I'm Living Comitnew
Movie.*** "Sweet Dreams'.(1985, Biography) Jessica Lange.
CIATY 70 34
Movie:** "Sweet Dreams"(1985. Biography) Jessica Lange.
HBO
Ii50 71 51
Legend- K Street 1Camivale (In Stereo) Inside the NFL Ni! Movie: "Harry Potter and the Chamber or Secrets"(2002)! "Beautiful"
Movie: "Nine 1,2 Weeks'(1986)'R'
MAX
Movie: ***')2 'Airto Focus"(2002) Hotel Erotica!
765 72 54 Movie: *** "Cnmson Tide"(1995)fr 1
SHOW
XI 73 52 Movie: 'The Disonguished Gentleman"(1992) "Martin Lawrence Live' Runterdat" Moe News Movie: -Final Comtonation"(1993)
Sister
Boy World Recess!
Boy World Kim
Proud
Even
Movie: **/
1
2 "Doubre Teamed"(2002, Drama) Sister
DiSN
78 31 57
FLIX
"Kean"
NS
- Movie: es "Split Decislons'(1986)-7Movie:** 'The-ag Brave(1980)Jackie Chan Movie: set "Burnr(1970) Matton-Orando.
'Movie: *1'2 "Lite or Someth Like tt"(2002)I
HBO2 152
/
2 'Trooped"(2002) Charlize Theron. Ellen DeGeneres
Sex & City'Sex & City 'Movie: **1

THURSDAY MORNING
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9:00 1 9:30 10:00 110:30 11:00 11:30
Regis and Kelly The View (N)I Pyramid Pyramid
Living It Up
The View(N)! Pyramid Pyramid
Ellen Show
Living it Up
Montel Williams! Price Is Right! News Y & R
Martha Stewart News!
Regis and Kelly The View(N)! Divorce News
Sesame Street! NASA 'Cyber- Eddie Eddie
Judge Mathis'! People's Court "ff Divorce Justice
Feud Feud To Be Announced Good Day Live lN)
Regis and Kelly Price Is Right! Young-Restless
Heat of Night
Rockford Files
Mattock!
Fellow- !neon.Your
Life • Inspirational
Jay Jay
Zoboo Barney Sesame Street! Mr
Jerry
Springer!
Hugh'Feud
Believ- Living
SportsCenter X SportsCenter X SportsCenter11
Karate Karate Karate Karate
Music Videos
Chal- ChatWV Hits
ER (In Stereo)! ER "Kisangani" X Judging Amy!
Baby
Baby
WedWed- Dating IDating Mak- MatHi-5! Animal Bus
Bus
Brum X Save
Mad
Golden Nanny
31 Paid
Design- Golden Nanny Golden Nanny Mad
Paid
Fit &
Workout SudMovie: "Quarantine '(2000, Suspense)
5 (4.00) Bloomberg Infomiation Network Nash Bridges (!- Movie:** "Runaway Virus"(2000)
Movie Movie:*** "Houseboat"(1958) Cary Grant.'NR' Movie: e-**Y2 "Born YesterdaY'(1950) Movie: "The Matchmaker'(1958)'NR' •
City Confidential
Murder-Wrote
27 Paid
Paid
Forever Ella! Pride and Prejudice Part1 2 of 3)! Murder-Wrote
Won- Won2 Life
Tri Vita Digimon BeyRangers Digimon Hang- Living 700 Club (NI X Home Videos
Rubba- Dora Blues- Dora Blues- Little Maggie
4 Oswald Thorn- Oddpar- Rocket Rugrats Sponge Max
Paid
Paid
Martha Solu- 11Pical Quilts Duvall Decorat- Home Trio- Room Duvall Country Small
The A-Team
Real TV Real TV
Miami Vice!
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
Baywatch X
23 Paid
Paid
13 Mama Mama Saved- Saved- Movie:* )2 "The Triangle"(2001)! Dawson's Creek Dawson's Creek Saved- SavedDexter
Zoids He-Man Poke- Ed, End Dexter Dexter Harntaro Looney Looney Scooby Scooby Scooby-Doo
Trial Heat
Paid
Paid
Paid
Open Court
Paid
Paid
Paid
BET
106 & Park: Top 10 Live
BET Stan
Morning Inspiration With Brother Gera d
Movie: "Desperado: The Outlaw Wars''
Smash Hits of Country
Half Past Autumn: Parks Movie: *err 'The First of May"(1998) Movie: es* "Ice Age"(2002) Movie: **1
/
2 'Shallow Ha!'(2001(1
Movie Movie: ''Mac and Me"(1988) On Set Movie: "Miami Rhapsody! Movie: "Big Shots Funerat" "13 Conversations"
Movie Movie: ***In "Zelig"(1983) Movie: 'The Man Who Wasn't There"! Movie: 'La Cage aux Folles" Movie: "Married to it (1991)
Wiggles JoJo
JoJo Stanley Wiggles JoJo
Wiggles Stanley Rolie 1 Role Out-Box PBJ
Pooh Bear
(4:00) Movie
Movie: "Romeo and Juliet"(1968)'PG' Movie:** lioonrunners"(1975)'PG' "Girl With Green Eyes")1964)
Movie: ***1)2 "Fly Away Home" +1996) Making Movie:** "The Bad "(2001)'PG-13' 1Movie: "A Murder of Crows" I'Double Whammy '

ABCD 5:00 1 5:30 1 6:00 6:30 7:00 1 7:30 8:00 1 8:30
WKRN-ABC 2 2
Good Morning America!
News
WSIL-AK 3 3 3
News!
Good Morning America!
News News News
WSIIN-NBC 4 4
Today (In Stereo) X
News
News
Early Show lt
WTYF-CBS 5 5
News
News
News
Today(In
Stereo)!
WPSD-NBC 6 6 6 6 AgDay NewsI News!
Good Morning America!
1VBBJ-ABC 7 7
7 News AgDay Good Morning
linfT-PBS 8 8
Caillou Lions Arthur Couch TeleBerens- BodyE- lik
KBSI-Fox 9 9 2 3 (4:00) Movie
Hatchet Hatchett
GRC
Paid
- Paid
17
Paid
WOTil-UPN 10
11 30 (Off Air)
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
Paid
KFVS-CBS 12 12 12 12 Breakfas Show
Early Show (In Stereo)!
WGN
16 38 9 10 Children Life
Life
Believ- Justice Hillbil- Hillbil- Hap
94SP
17 83 28 Truth Kimble Truths Cherry inspir- Jacobs liagee Life
VIKIIU-PBS 21 21 5 11 Yoga BodyE- Arthur Clifford Dragon Caillou GED
Page
'OKA-WS 22 16 10
Paid
Paid
Gold ftal Shephrd Chapi Sabrina lilyster- Paid
24 29 26 8 SportsCenter X SportsCenter X SportsCenter X SportsCenter X
ESPN
ESPN2 25 30 25
Cold Pizza!
Outdoor Outfi Cold Pizza (Live)!
MTV
26 49 27 24 WV Video Wake-Up (In Stereo)
Video Clash
TNT
28 27 39 14 Pensacola-Wing Lost World!
Pretender!
Charmed!
TLC

29 41 41

LIFE
USA
AMC
A&E
FAN
NICK
HOP/
SPIKE
WITS
TOON
COURT
BETCIATV

30
32
34
35
36
37
43
44
52
65
66
67
70

HBO
MAX

SHOW
DiSN

52 31
51 49
58 29
35 44
53 36
22 24
36 18
33 30
26 21
32 50
61
39
34
MI 71 51
715 72 54
71:10 73 52
78 31 57

FLIX

736

HBO2

652

THURSDAY AFTERNOON
WXR/4-ABC
WSIL-ABC
WSMV-NBC
WTVF-CBS
WPSD-NBC
WBBJ-ABC
WNPT-PBS
KEISI-Fox
WOTY-UPN

A
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

KFVS-C85 12

WGN
1NSP

16
17

VIKMU-PBS 21

WDKA-1113
ESPN
ESPN2
11111
TNT
TLC

22
24
25
26
28
29

LIFE

30

USA
AMC
A&E
FAN
NICK
HMV
SPIKE
/INTBS
1TOON
COURT
BET
CIITV
HBO
MAX
SHOW
01511
FLIX
H802

32
34
35
36
37
43
44
52

65
66
67
70
la
IV

NI
78
7W
152
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BCD 12:00 12:30 1:00 1 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 6:00 6:30
2
All My Children! One Life to Live! General Hospital Judy Judy News News News ABC
News Fortune
3 3
All My Children! One Life to Live! General Hospital Maury X
Monti Williams! News! ABC
News Enter4
Oprah Winfrey I News NBC
News News Passions!
Days of Our Lives Or, Phil
News
5
Y & R Talk of the Town Bold
Guiding Light "(u- As World Turns News Edition • News CBS
News
6 6 6 Days of Our Lives Passions!
Edition IHolly- Dr. Phil
Jeop- Million- News! NBC
News! Fortune
7
7 All My Children! One Life to Live! General Hospital Maury!
Oprah Wilkey I News ABC
News Fortune
8
Science Virtues Lions Libertys Shrinks Zoboo Dragon Sara Barney Clifford Arthur Zoom! News-Lehrer
9 2 3 Brown Brown 700 Club (N)f_1( Paid
GRC
Porkers Spin
Dharma King-Hill Horn- 70s
King-Hill Simp17 11 30 Nettie- Wethe- Enter- Homes Paid
Paid
John Walsh Show Cross- Cross- Road
Road
Blind
5th
12 12 12 News! Bold
As World Turns Guiding Light! Wayne Brady
Oprah Winfrey!' News! CBS
Ray38 9 10 News (In Stereo) Heat of Night
Street Elimi- Cosby Cosby FreshPr FreshPr Horn- Will
Becker Horn. .._
83 28 Life
Baptist Hickey Insp4r- Inspir- Mass Reppies Discov- Steel Mayhem Chang- Hagee MisCerullo
21 5 11 Tele(Lions Berens- Shrinks Zoom! Libertys Cyber- Reading Clifford Dragon GED
Busi- News-Lehrer
16 10
Ricki Lake IN)! Osboume Show Ellen Show
Scooby Jackie Poke- Yu Di Cops! Cops! Dharma Griffith
29 26 8 NFL
NFL's Greatest Moments ' NI-LPGA Golf: ADT Championship
Horn Interrupt SportsCenter (Live)"!
Football
30 25
MoSportsCenter !". _NFL
Pit Pass NHRA Street DraKarate Karate Karate Karate NFL
Hockey
49 27 24 Chal- True Life
Rich
Punk'd Punk'd Direct Effect
Rich
DisRoom Room TRL!
27 39 14 Golf Presidents Cue -- Day One I
Charmed!
PreBasket41 41
Sec
ProWed- Wed- Baby Baby Trading Spaces While You Out _Clean Sweep
Supersleuths
52 31 31 Movie: ** "Deceptions"(1990)if
Any Day How! Division!
Strong Medicine Golden Girls! Nanny Nanny
51 49 5 JAG In Stereo)! Jlexas Ranger
Movie: *'•7 -The Foreigner"(2003)! Texas Ranger
JAG 'True Calling House Wars (N)
58 29
Movie: **a* "Garden of Evil"(1954) Movie: *et 'The Naked Prey"(1966) Movie: *irk'? Rosemary's Baby"(196$ Mia Farrow, 11'
City Confidential American Justice
35 44 27 American Justice Pride and Prejudice (Part 2 of 3) X. Murder-Wrote
Murder-Wrote
53 36 2 GroSwitche- Knock Family Family 7th Heaven!
GroStep
Step
Two
Valley 7th Heaven!
22 24 4 Bob
Dora
Rugrats Rugrats Arnold Arnold Oddpar- U-Pick Sponge Amanda U-Pick Arnold Rugrats Sponge
36 18
Kitchen Room Design Design- Design Sensible Howe ff Wells House Curb ExtrmH- House
Decorat- Bed
33 30 23 7 Days (In Stereo) Star Trek Gen.
Star Trek Gen: Highlander!
Reel TV Real TV Real TV Real TV Cheers Cheers
26 21 13 Cosby !Cosby Cosby FreshPr FreshPr Hervey Harvey Drew
Drew Horn- Horn- Seinfeld Seinfeld Friends
32 50 Tom & Jerry
Courage Courage Courage Courage Courage Totally Gundam Justice Trans- Dragon Totally Ed, End
61
Catherine Crier Profiler (In Stereo) Cops if Cops It
Closing Arguments
Both Sides
39
'Rap City: The Bassment
1061 Perk: Top 10 Live
The Center
BET Now
BET
Top 20 Countdown
34
Smash Hits of Country
71 51
'In the Gloaming" !Movie: ***'.'2 "Our Show' 194)!(
Looney Movie: tree 'Ice Age (2002) Movie: **1.4 "White Oleander"(2992)
72 54 Movie Movie: * "Ghost Step"(2002) "Three Men and a Little Lady Movie: ee "In Dreams"(1999) RI Movie: it* •Chain Reactor" '. We Were Soidr"
73 52
Movie Movie: "Sol Goode"(2001. Comedy)'A' Movie: 'Pieces of Dreams" 'What s the Worst That Could Happen,
Recess Kim
31 57 Stanley Poise Pooh House House Recess Lao
Proud Sister Even Sister Lizzie
111 35) Moyle
Movie: *ea "The Revolutionary'(1970) 'Dr Goldfoor
Movie: tree1
/
2 "Romeo and Juhet"(1968)'PG'I
(11 15) Movie
"Seven Flours to Judgment' 'Movie: e*''7 'Final"(2001) Denis Leary Movie: tee "Mortal Thoughts"(1991) 1Legend-

•

-Time bath stilled its bell this Choir.
"The performance standard of
eve; to give us time to take our
leave; to flee the clangor and the this group is extremely high," said
rage; welled up within this modern Dr. Bradley Almquist, MSU director
of choral activities. "We work
age."
The public is invited to the "2003 exceptionally hard on tuning, using
Renaissance Feaste" presented by a Renaissance approach to tuning
the Murray State University beginning with perfect octaves and
Department of Music and the fifths. Only after the chords are perChamber Singers on Dec. 5 and 6. fectly in tune do we add the thirds."
Most of the music performed is a
The "feaste" includes toasts to the
holiday season; singing of holiday cappella.
The Madrigal Dinner tradition
music; the always popular and
funny "Royal Fayrye Tale Theater," has its roots in the old English tradian audience enacted fairy tale; a tion of the 12 days of Christmas.
singing competition with the "12 The local lord of the castle would
Days of Christmas"; and a four- invite guests for 12 days of feasting
course meal concluding with in celebration of Christmas, following the fast of Advent. Other holiday
"Flaming Pudding."
Audience members are treated to traditions from this period include
a procession of the Boar's Head, the Yule Log, Wassail and the
trumpet fanfares and singing by the Boar's Head."
Every effort has been made to be
MSU Chamber Singers. The 24member group, made up of music as authentic as possible, in music,
majors, minors and non-music food, and costume," Almquist said.
majors, also -sing with the interna- "Of course we have taken a few libtionally renown MSU Concert erties with some of our humor and

Holiday programs
at LBL focus on
customs, traditions
GOLDEN POND, Ky. — Celebrate the spirit of the holiday season
with Land Between The Lakes(LBL)National Recreation Area and witness a wide,variety of fun traditional and educational programs.
On Saturday, Nov. 22, from 1-4 p.m., The Homeplace, located in the
Tennessee portion of LBL, celebrates Christmas in 1850. This program
offers the smells of pine and fresh gingerbread, stockings hung over the
fireplace, and voices raised in song signifying that Christmas has come
to The Homeplace.
Visitors can learn to make simple Christmas decorations, and collect
favorite holiday recipes. All ages are welcome. Program is free with
Homeplace admission: $3.50 for ages 13 and up;$2 for ages 5-12;4 and
under. free.
As a special treat this year, Santa Claus will arrive by horse-drawn
wagon to delight everyone with tales from his past. Later, join The
Homeplace staff as they sing Christmas carols and end with a visit to
Grandma's house.
The Nature Station is the setting for the program Natural Holiday
Decorations Friday, Nov. 28 at 1:30 p.m. Using the gifts we get from
Mother Nature, like pine cones, sweet gum balls and a ,variety of other
items, participants can create their own natural holiday decorations.
Program is free with paid admission to Nature Station: $3.50 for ages
13 and up; $2 for ages 5-12; 4 and under, free.
The USDA Forest Service, one of the nation's leading providers of
outdoor recreation, manages Land Between The Lakes. Additional LBL
information is available by calling I-800-LBL-7077 or 270-924-2000, or
on the Internet at www.lbl.org.

with the telling of the fairy tale. In
addition we have made few changes
throughout the show so that it keeps
the audience guessing as to what
will happen next."
Queen Elizabeth I, played by
Bethany Clyatt, of Benton, Ill., will
host the performance. Dustin
Cunningham, of Louisville, will be
the Queen's Lord Chamberlain.
Aaron Lundy, of Owensboro, is cast
as the "Royal Director of Musik."
Natalie Krupansky, of Gilbertsville,
and Chris Kent, of Marion, Ill., will
be the jesters. Angie Beltz, of
Marion, Ill., will play the harpsichord. The entire production is written and directed by Almquist.
The dinner begins at 6:30 p.m. in
the lobby of Ordway Hall, festively
decorated for the celebration, on the
campus of Murray State University.
Tickets may be purchased by calling
762-6944. Group discounts are
available. Everyone is invited to
welcome the holiday season with
the Chamber Singers.

Management,
PowerPoint classes
taking registrations
Space i,. still available in two
non-credit V classes offered by
Murray State University's Center
for
Continuing
Education.
-"Introdtietion - to
Microsoft
PowerPoint" and "Professional
Presence for Managers" begin soon,
and are open to the public.
The Introduction to Microsoft
PowerPoint cfass will teach participants how to use the software program widely used for presentations,
slide shows, or general announcements. The two-night seminar meets
on Mondays, Dec. 8 and 15, from 6
p.m. to 8 p.m. The price for the class
is $45, which includes a manual, a
reference guide, and other learning
material.
The Professional Presence for
Managers course will enhance the
management skill set within the
context of a business meal. The goal
of the course is to review business
etiquette and social graces that yield
successful outcomes.
The class will meet in the
Commonwealth Room on the third
floor of the Curris Center on Nov.
20, from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. The fee
for the course is $69, which includes
mean and learning materials.
Space is limited in both classes.
To register, contact 762-3659 or I 800-669-7654, extension 3659.

2003

"An Old Fashioned eivir
Murray Christmas Parade"
The Murray Rotary Club invites you and your group to participate in
our annual Christmas Parade on Saturday, December 6th. Community
participation and support is what makes this such a unique and
wonderful event. Plese decorate yourfloat or unit with a traditional,
old-fashioned Christmas theme in mind.
School groups, church groups, civic organizations, bands, and music groups
are invited to enter this parade. Over $1,000 in cash prizes will be awarded
to thefirst three places in three separate divisions — Church/Religious
Division, Clubs/Civic Organizations, and Commercial Division.
i he Rotary Christmas Parade offers your organization an excellent way to
have some Christmasfun and maybe raise some money at the same time.
First place prize in each division will receive $150.
Parade entrants should reportfor line-up at 9:00 a.m.
The primary unitfeeder route onto Main Street is 10th Street.
However, your group will be contacted by Dec. 4th with a unit
number and line-up instructions. The parade begins at 10 a.m.
Name:
Phone:
Group & Entry Description:

PARADE ENTRY DEADLINE
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 2 AT 5 P.M.

Mail Entries To:
"Murray Rotary Club"
P.O. Box 411,
Murray, KY 42071
or call
Chamber of
Commerce
753-5171
www.murrayrotary.org

